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Editors Note
Writing is messy. Sometimes I hate it. Even right now,
writing this message from the editor is torture. The first go
through is full of second-guessing (Is this really what I want to
say? Will they get it? Will they think I'm trying too hard? That
I'm not trying hard enough?'). Mter that I scour the piece to
ask if! spelled everything right, ifmy grammar and sentence
structure looks good; ifit's not too convoluted or complicated or
confusing.
Halfway through I just throw up my hands in
desperation, close my laptop, and give up. Then I hear that
voice, that constant question that plagues me at every step of
the process: "A:m. I really a writer?"
Tim Tomlinson writes in "The Portable MFAin Creative
Writing" (an excellent book for anyone who wants to take
writing seriously),
Once an architect knows how to design buildings, she
designs buildings. On her next assignment, she doesn't
wonder, "Howdo I design buildings? Maybe I'm not really
an architect." ...Faced with a new score, [a conductor]
doesn't think "Ohmy god, how do I conduct symphonies?
Maybe I'm not really a conductor." But the writer faces
that first vast empty page (or screen) and thinks ... "how
the hell do I write this damn thing anyway? Who cares
what I write? Why should they? Maybe I'm not really a
novelist. Maybe I'm not really a writer." f
In this book you'll find those who courageously took on
the blank page. You'll find a collection of brave writers who not
only fought through the horror ofwriting, but had the courage to
also share that writing. The author tends to hold their thoughts
as sacred, as a part of themselves, so rejection often feels very
personal.
So I'm writing to apologize to those who submitted pieces
and won't find them in the magazine. I also have experienced
such rejection and I know how you feel. Wereceived SOMANY
good pieces and I wish we could include all of them. It's hard to
6decide what to cut and what to keep, and in the end we had to
cut a lot of very promising pieces from very promising writers.
But withjoy I also congratulate those who made
the cut. Youfought the doubt and you were rewarded for it.
Congratulations. It was an honor to read all of the submissions
this year and to have my name associated with this year's
Spectrum.
Readers please enjoy.
To learn to write is to learn to have Ideas
- Roberl Frost
...
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Guest Critics Note
Literacy is alive and well at Northwestern, judging by the
submissions to this year's Spectrum. I am honored to be asked
to judge them, and I am especially pleased that nonfiction is
recognized as literature.
It was a relief to find almost no sentimentality among the
entries, when sentimentality is rampant among the popular
media and young writers are particularly susceptible to it. It
was also a relief to find no "school influence," that is, no close
similarity of style among the entries of any one genre; the last
thing students need to learn is how to imitate any single writer
or school they are exposed to.
Having said that, it was not at all easy to judge between the
range of styles in each genre, nor is it easy to characterize
what I was looking for (I remember the supreme court justice
saying "I can't define it but I know it when I see it," and that's
my situation here as well). I was certainly listening for a good
persona's voice, one which seemed to have something authentic
to say in a mature enough style to carry it off.
Inpoetry I was looking for fresh imagery, not straining for
novelty but clearly avoiding cliche; and also I was looking for
good command of form, so that whatever form the author chose
it struck me as apt for the content and was consistent through
the piece.
In fiction I was looking for credibility down to the fine details,
and believability of the characters and action in the ~arge
scale. Style is hard to nail down - especially after a century of
experimentation - but I appreciate style which invites me into
the story and doesn't put up any reading barriers.
8Nonfiction may be the most difficult to discuss because it can go
from popular science essays (e.g. Stephen Jay Gould) to memoirs,
and some of the more personal writing might just as well be fiction
(Some of Tim O'Brien's The Things They Carried could pass for
nonfiction) . What to say? I read and like the whole range, and
my comments above about the persona's voice are about the most
defining thing I can say here.
I will be honored, again, to read with the writers whose works
I have chosen, and to honor all contributors, all of whom have
distinguished themselves with the courage and generosity to share
their work with the public.
Chair of the English Department,
Briar CliffCollege
Published inNumerous Magazines
and Anthologies
as well as the
Author of Five Collections of Poetry
•
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Toomuch time apart.
I hate that.
Perfect temperature.
Breezes feel wonderful!
Makes walks memorable.
Scorpions.
Glowgreen in a black light.
Hope I never meet one.
Finally heat.
High of 95 tomorrow.
Finally.
Arizona
A 50-seater plane.
Two hours in the sky.
Half an hour over the border.
Then -
green.
corn fields.
farmhouses.
gravel roads.
bushy trees.
grass - green grass.
Home.
Iowa.
Thank God for Iowa.
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Barbed Wire
by Chantelie Steggerda
Industry's thorn,
what arrogance have you
to press your rust
against nature's best
blue silk?
Budding Blooms and
Bondung) Moy(i)es
by Jenna Noble
- Finest bouquets of flowers
Me those shared, never picked
Most cherished messengers
Me none but the familiar face
Exquisite time spent
Is that seemingly wasted
Beautiful and most generous hearts
Me those most cracked and crossed -
The walk we begin, amid these blooms, dear messenger,
is the tick tock beat of the imperfect heart's flock
to risk a block of one's being to another.
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I shamble when I tread, your hands tremble to share.
In concert we'll mend what hurdles yet to be:
cement walls or banana peels.
Play on dear fellow, and let the music strain not to bear us part,
But fall us to laughter, arguments about which Bond is best:
Ionic! Hands down, with covalent in a close
sharing of silly makes us more than the rest.
I eat my popcorn with chopsticks.
You spill it on the couch.
An excuse to get closer.
Beautiful butter stains remain
so that now we'll never turn
these llawlessly marked cushions.
So turn now, the channel,
Bond heart
and waste time
once again.
po
Child
On tbis hot, summer day,
(not quite a year since
you've gone), I walk the trail
with no trees overhead.
My eyes touch upon the daily sights-
a local coffee shop to my left,
a rusty swing set up ahead,
and prairie grass grows on either
side. My feet stop when
I see it-the combine
in the grassy pasture.
The rusty machine
that has sat there for years
and years but until your adventures,
my eyes had never told
my mind to see.
I am told you were born
with a funny face and a hole
in your heart. When the doctor
looked at you, this little
down-syndrome girl, he pegged your
year of death at eighteen. But you-with
your spunky smile and feisty eyes-
lived to thirty-five.
Allmy aunt you were my elder, but
with a mind of a five year old
you were always a child. (A child who,
to me, has done no more than grow up
19
by Elise Wolthulzen
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and move away.) I miss your giggly,
mischievous smile, the way your laugh
squeaked high at the end. Or how you
would swing up your foot
for a karate kick to horseplay around
and once you had "won" this
fight, you would ironically blow the smoke
off your pistol finger and dunk it back
in your side holster. And I miss
the innocent prayer you sent to
Godwith a sincere heart,
"Godbless the combine."
Younever forgot the night
you ran away-again,
and discovered the combine,
looming so high.
Youclimbed up unto this fascinating
tower but then fell off, breaking
your leg. After that you would pat
your chubby, denim knee, with a frown,
offer a prayer, and then swallow
your supper in two bites.
Today on my walk, the small,
old combine stilI
stands; and I think-yes,
God Bless the Combine.
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Christmas Midnight
by Emma Lundgren
Electric stars gleam off the white
into the night
as if to say, "Allis well
and rightly so."
And brightly so
the true stars twinkle
as ifto spite
the moon's attempt at daylight.
Breathing against wintry air
betrays their presence
like trains marching through town
leaving plumes behind.
Their paths defined,
crunching on the frosted ground
makes known their attendance
to the forest unaware.
These two lovers
hand In hand
disturb the sllence ..
whisp'ring among the evergreens
wond'ring if love reaily means
to spite the stridence,
to withstand
life's long winters.
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Cold
Wewill go now together, holding hands
at first,
across the field where I saw my first Deer.
Wewill walk to where the grass ends
and the brush begins.
and the snow on the ground
swirls in patches.
Bushes block the course wind
but you will still grasp my fingers tightly in yours
ever edging farther up my sleeves
and around my neck.
I might have thought you were scared,
the way you clang to me as if for life.
And maybe you are -
scared to be without a warm body
to clasp
and seek definition from.
Scared, because when I walk back to the farm
I will put on a pair of warm gloves and a hat
and you will be left outside wishing that
you could still hold my hand;
and be more than just an ethereal thought
or feeling,
waiting for the next person to walk outside
to be defined.
by Ian Dudley
---
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Dangling
by Jasmine Smith
Cherry red,
like an October day
love
dangles from above
your head
on a string
made of
glass;
painted by the
warmth of my
body.
Soon to say goodbye,
the string will remain
sharp
to whomever tries
to break it.
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Droplets of Thought
by Ian Dudley
Droplets of thought hit the windshield,
Splat -
they are gone -
almost before I knew
they were there.
If I could only hold the cup of my mind
outside the window
and catch even that reservoir
half full
the rain might then make sense
if I could let it ferment.
I just need to distill it down
and let all the steam evaporate.
Then what I'llhave left
is a lump of imperfection
at the bottom.
Give Me Strength,
OhMuse, Give me Peace
by Josh Doorenbos
I've gotten into the habit of invocation,
of starting each blank document
with some sort of Muse
to which I sing.
To do something Homeric is likely one of the points,
as I just want to find
some sort of significance
in my work,
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but the other is far more self-deprecating
and,
in those inconsistent moments of honesty,
far more true.
Poetry seems to me to be a prayer, above all else,
a pursing of the lips and a Whisper into the black night.
It's the moment of weakness when I push off my thoughts
and let my soul speak-
not in the romantic way that the phrase evokes-
let my soul spsak-
but the too honest,
too pressing,
too real issue
ofmy inner self-stripped of influence,
reason,
and attempts at profundity-
finally speaking.
What do Ireally think?
Do Ithink injustice has occurred?
I'm not being respected?
No.
Ihurt.
My fragile,
oft inhibited f
trembling heart
has sunk.
So when I lie awake, whispering poems into my pillow,
feeling the strange pulsating of blood passing
to and from my brain,
I say a poem, which is a prayer,
and often a prayer about the poem that is praying:
Give me strength, oh Muse,
give me peace.
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Heirloom
I'm really a mixture, you see.
Both of their hues are found,
Depending on the amount of sunlight
Orwho views me,
Heterogeneous, from one angie:
Often as not you see strands of each.
But from afar the iine is blurred: homogenous
(Two colors blend to make a glorious new)
At times you can look at me
And think you see one blended color.
Or-in my days filledwith
Wishing and washing, brushing
And imagining in the mirror
That it appears different-
Some days the ratio is uneven
And there truly seems to be no mixture
Like when I put on shades of brown
(Like her color)
I like those days best.
Then the contrast is accentuated.
Then I'm like him.
Fiery red. But we call it orange.
In old photos of him,
It's dark red. Crazy.
With a thrill of adventure,
Vibrant and untamed.
That's how I like to view myself:
Spunky, impulsive. Not ashamed of
Random bursts into song or laughter.
Everyone associates it that way-
Cliche like Anne of Green Gables.
She wouldn't have been the same
Without it, her trademark,
That boldness to smash the slate
If Gilbert called her "carrots."
by Carolyn Dundas
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Though I lack fiery temper,
I can get red in my freckled face
Sticking up for what's true.
There's a eense of pride
In being one offew, bright
Yet soothingly mellow.
Orange is my favorite.
Then there are brown days.
Not that I see her as
Anything generic or dreary.
There are many shades of brown,
Each unique, each welcoming-
Fall and leaves and trees.
The days I'm most like her
Is when I extinguish the flames,
Smothering orange coals,
STOP(to listen).
Not the inability to be bold,
But wisdom, restrain.
Peaceful in control
Ifwe ever got out of hand.
Consistency in meals on the table,
Schoolwork complete,
The house neat and tidy.
That klnd of brown.
Consistent and irreplaceable,
A distinct chocolate or chestnut.
That's what I was born with.
(
Most days, I am a mixture.
And while I dream
Oforange domination
(Evident when I'm excited)
The brown hues
Subdue me.
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And 0, so often I've pouted
Using crayons in coloring books.
It looks one, then it's the other.
A creative blend, unnamed.
It's what they gave to me:
Hints of each of them.
So I'm convinced of this:
If I ever cut off one of my locks
To give away as a treasure of remembrance,
(No matter what color they appeared
The day they were cut off)
I will leave strands of both,
Intertwined, a mixture.
Passing them on
As they did to me.
--
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I am a towel hung out to dry
by Liz Lawrensen
in 33 degrees Fabrenbeit.
Ice crystals are forming in my threads
I biow, ripple and shiver in the wind.
These clothespins have me strung up,
I can't be free, or warm or folded.
I must remain suspended
between ground and sky.
I am an out-of-tune piano
playing with a perfectly tuned electric guitar
and the electronic replica of me.
lt is too expensive to turn my pegs,
to stretch my strings,
to make my pitches quiver
with your song.
I am a camera with no illm.
Nomemory card either-I am genuine.
I once could etch what my eyes beheld
into rolls of dark, magical substance.
I can hold my view but for a moment, anymore,
I have the ability to create, to iliuminate
other eyes with past colors,
but I am empty.
I am a shell with a button that clicks
a lens that focuses in and out
but nothing to remember my life.
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a flower for you
a single red rose
a ruby of petals
I left a rose for you
pieces of my heart
as layers of scarlet
I left my rose for you
atop your casket
wordlessly saying goodbye
I left one rose for you
It sat there with quiet grace
as I walked away
Ileft
by Emma Lundren
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I Sleep on the Side
Closest to the Door
by Michelle McCullough
He and I sit on the roof
and tick-tock-tack
our lives up in threes
Clinging to the stability it brings
Candy lacquered nails
pick the scabs off his knees,
red on red bleeds
A wink, a lash flash
Please me,
Please.
You+ I + the synapse between
Submit to the squeak of the springs,
let the third take its leave
Stop!
My naked body fumbles for a sock,
a sleeve, a string of covering
Just leave with nothing
but my ripe, red lipstick stains
Sorry,
Don't go.
This flesh is ashamed
of the vacillation it shrouds
I'll surrender to your
blushing red fingers counting my ribs
One for my body, two for my soul
WIth you there is no three
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I went to the funeral while
Youwere at a concert
by Emma Lundgre
I dreamt last night
that you went somewhere
The car lots were full
Stretch limos were there
Hundreds of people standing outside
just waiting in line to get in
I saw you fight to front row
through the moshers in black who were
jumping and groping, and pushing you back
from the one group you went there to see
In between riotous concerts
came a speaker to rile up the crowd
for a long box at the front
and things of the past
and the death of a man we assumed who would last
I hoped that you listened
despite your intent to let
none of those thoughts ever touch you again
But your face remained stone
as you stood there alone
building wails to shut in
ail emotion
Except-
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In that dream
Not you-it was I
who was ws.lking up front under scrutiny
along with my remnant of family
wh1Iehiding all traces of tragedy
Though my eyes, my betrayers
told all that this show
that the death of my father
was causing my woe
Front row
was a solemn church pew
with an excellsnt vlew
of that speaker
that box
and the past that I knew
When the speaker was through
thsre was no applause
It was stlent because
for that dream, I wasn't sleeping at all
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Love Doesn't Reach
by Emma Lundgren
love doesn't reach
The sea can never reach his prairie
because he can't turn against himself,
He tries to explain
but the wlnd twlsts his words to whispers,
The prairie sends her love
through rivers
but gravity's been hiding the mail,
The river and the sea don't know where to meet
so they flow around endlessly
and aimlessly while
the prairie sits at home
wondering why she chose to love at ail,
Mule Creek Coffee Corner
of the Wyoming Highway
by Chanteile Steggerda
"Out for supplies. Be back soon, Sorry I missed you!"
Oh,nourishing oasis-mirage
in mile after stretching mile
of white, dry grit and fixed sun-
how has your weilspring run dry?
What closes your doors of mercy
and sweetest bitter relief
of rich, soaked, caffeine soil?
paz
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my mind1s eye
by Anna Bartlett
stairs are hard to traverse when you live In a world made for big people.
people who enter a whole new world every day called 'corporateland'
with things like tax returns and mortgage bills.
I, however, enter a world where penguins live In bathtubs
and little boys travel time
and most importantly, where lonely mademoiselles move
across the country looking for a place to live.
I happen to be one of those lonely mademoiselles.
what's a young girl to do with a hungry daughter, dozens of pets,
and no money for food or shelter?
of course. I should do ths only logical thing:
pack my bags, get on the train, and settle in for a long ride.
easy- you say- problem solved.
but you are forgetting one major obstacle:
how am I supposed to get down these monstrous stairs
with a doll, two suitcases, and thirty beanie babies?
you see my dllemma:
If! take two trips, I will miss the train.
if I don't, I might not be able to see my feet, trip,
and hurtle headfirst to my doom.
in the end I sweet-talk the conductor into ",alting
and make several taxing trips up Be down the stairs.
once on board I pair off my pets with their proper spouses,
open the smaller suitcase, and change my baby'S clothes,
fortunately, we got a whole car to ourselves.
I bounce on the cushions to mimic the bumpy raliroad track.
I rearrange my dress and wonder
If I could have gotten away with using a little lipstick
from the bathroom.
I do that once In a whlle,
sneak into the bathroom and examine all the makeup,
occasionally daring to spread a little powder on my cheeks
or to dab some sparkling ruby on my lips.
the best part is mushing with a Kleenex
and seeing the perfect tattoo of my beautiful lips.
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we children do what we must while parents do their grown-up jobs
and oider siblings do their tomboy sports.
what i must do is travel the world
In my living room
on our one and only couch.
when the train stops and i step outside, i know.
this is home.
My Mother's Hands
by Becca Dill
I have my mother's hands
I see the resemblance when I work
The hands that helped to shape and form me
Sit firm upon my wrists
The veins I traced continually during Sunday moming church
Nowweave a delicate pattern around the back of my hand,
Pumping blood through the course of me.
The hands that I watched sew, cook and pray,
And lifted high in holy praise.
Those hands taught me right from wrong
And tucked me eafe in bed at nlght.
Whose firm palms have held my tears, my heart, and all of me,
Those hands have guided me through my life,
Me now passed onto me.
And now when I say I'm my mother's child
I have double the proof.
Cause what her mother gave to her
Nowbelongs to me.
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Recipe
by Elise Wolthuizen
The tiny, log farmhouse deep in the prairie
sits, disguised by the night,
save for Its luminous yellow lights
that shine forth like a face on a pumpkin
in the month of October.
Someone standing outside,
wouid see a picture
through the kitchen window.
Its subject moving around not looking
for the art in her action, just living.
Keeping her own pace in the kitchen,
she travels back and forth
(and back again) treading deeper
the traveled road on her wooden floor.
She stops at a cupboard, takes out
a cookbook that has just been
standing. Waiting to be taken out.
Just waiting patiently
with all the recipes, submitted
by the ladies of the church.
The secrstary, this mother,
that wife, the lady who
insists on taking photographs
of every event, along side
the recipe of the old widow
who makes all the pies at every potluck.
(
Her eyes flutter like a butterfly
along the tattered yellow
pages, edges frayed.
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Onehand's fingertips graze
the formal typewriter
print. Black and white.
Other hand cupping
as though a baby's neck
the delicate, now orange cover
holding together the tired pages.
Dried crumbs cling and dark stalns
blot certain pages saying to her mining-
yes mining-eyes,
within a recipe
somewhere on this page
is something of worth.
Folds, creases, little penned writing,
with old-fashioned letters.
Long and short words
among long and short sentences.
Her gaze flows aiong
lapping up the recipes words.
Tasting them each with her
eyes. A tugging smile,
a hmm..., an ah yes,
a cocked head.
Finaliy, hands lay the book
out upon the ready counter.
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Resurgence from Genocide
by Aaron Bower
I am already deafened by the artillery fire tearing through my neighbor-
hood,
Yet I can still feel the beat of music shaking my muscles.
You can amputate my only good leg,
But I will still dance with everything inside of me.
Break not only my right hand but also my left;
I will write poetry the likes of which has never been heard before.
Bludgeon my face until my eyes swell shut,
And I will then look into the faces of my wife, my children.
When you finally cut out my tongue,
I will have nothing left to speak but sheer truth.
Murder my famlly as I know you will,
But I will still have a people to belong to.
Decapitated, head carried through the streets on a spike;
That image of me will prove your guilt.
Never will I be dead by your actions, ~
Only revived, stronger, prepared for the horrors beyond what you deliver.
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Scores, cues, and rest ...
by Jenna Noble
Pause on the ivory keys
Where from here?
Sharpen the scene ...
Flat.
See what can be...
Then transpose it.
Pour heart into black
Soul into white
And make elegant from hideous.
it's like breathing. Sort of.
This black and white can no longer play.
Hesitate ...
Tomove
from black
to white
Is to heal.
If you heal,
you move
from something
to nothing.
Paln was.
This isn't.
New melody.
smooth
cynical
harmonies.
Play.
Bleed.
Shatter wholly
Not alienated tones
But ignited grey
Living, gasping hues
Palnt
music.
Beautiful flipside.
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Searching for Meaning
by Holly Peterson
Smooth and lacking definition.
One-continuous-existence-of-monotony.
No sharp
Or sErRaTeD
Sites of intrigue.
No distinctively unEQUAL
Or labyrinthine paths
In course or mind.
No creases in the skin-
Worry lines, craw's feet, even
Identifying fingerprints-
All concrete marks melted
by the sun's
infernal
heat.
Mollilled are the stormy rages of
Low-bollingtempers,
Out-burned by the fiery heli
Earth has become.
Fever takes hold of human hearts,
Sweltering
Any slight faIth in a gift of
Deliverance-
Sheer desolation chaotically rules
The confinement of
Continuance.
(
Swirling, tornadic puddles of color-
Freed from their bounding captors
By blazing rays
Which caused their possessors to perspire-
Wrestle unimportantly, containing
oo
I
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Settled Like the Leaves
by Ryan Davis
Sad too soon kick the rock along
the street lights flicker on and off the in between
it's growing darker, but still everything is lit
gray clouds above gray ground with gray trees
Dinner bell rings pealing away the stillness
but now the street is still, alone excepting leaves
drifts plied high in corners and under bushes
the wind didn't come out today to play
hustling about a kitchen warm and bright
the mother gathers all at table candles lit
fires dance upon their stems and grow and draw
breath a scent a sweetness wafts around
The cheer is welcome, but alas contrasting feel
is all the dlfference between bleak and bleak
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Stand Up
by Aaron Bower
Youwalked into this room and chose your seat carefully. You
wanted comfort, no concern with upright posture. You didn't want
to have to move until your butt goes numb.
Sitting too long slows your circulation, so let's get up, get the
blood pumping a littie bit, and get to work.
Start out genuine, standing to give your seat to the oid and the
crippled.
Give a homeiess man a bench to sieep on when he's toid there's no
room at the shelter.
Stand up for those the Constitution cuts off at the knees.
Stand and speak, freely, ietting the words pulse from your dia-
phragm.
Give standing ovations to the single mother working three jobs,
To the bankrupt millions screwed by
the system,
To the Purple Hearts, Rosa Parks, and
homosexual weddings.
Stand up to see the show, put the legless on your shoulders, and
rock out like a tower of stone. When the guy behinds you says
you're blocking his view, tell him to move to his left bEliause his
rights aren't all that matter.
Take up iess space by staying on your feet. Remember that you
don't cover much ground just by sitting on it. ..
Wedon't aiways have to be running, sometimes even giants take
baby steps. Just wear out your soles for the sake of worn out
souls.
When you get up to leave, iook at your imprint in the cushion and
never sit again
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The Autumn Tree
by Jennifer Kahanic
Burnt cinder aJl around, iay strewn beneath this grand flora.
I look again to the ground, just dying grass.
ABa phoenix this tree, ignites at dawn.
And like the moon you see, quietly glows.
See the golden tresses, skip and flutter in the breeze.
A flame randomly dresses this creature's limbs.
Graying finger tips reach up, to scrape the sky.
Upturned hands seem to cup, the fluid biue.
This nova tree is on fire! Vibrant maple leaves glimmer.
Behold Autumn's fierce desire, Winter's evil.
While leaves bloom with false ardor, and untrue life.
She, the divine martyr, silently burns.
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The Babies Fist
by Ryan Davis
a rocket
breaking plunging through your perfect complexion
Composed the decomposed by a child.
Mashed potatoes, carrots, peas, applesauce, cheerios,
etc ...
My whole life I've bsen throwing things at you
Yougive me good stuff, great stuff,
but I'li always throw it back in your face.
Car, houss, computer, or better yet
Advice, love, hope, grace, etc ...
Thanks mom, thanks.
(I'm a jerk. Crap, now 1 feel bad.)
Thanks.
(
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The End and the Beginning
by Jenniter Kahanic
Fresh, emerald waves sway to the cryptic rhythm of their grassy
dance.
Both zephyr and meadow lark hum the same shrill tune as If by
chance.
The storm-palnted sky vibrates and the blue atmosphere is shat-
tered.
Luminescent birch trees keep watch as their neon leaves are
splattered.
The sky bleeds as if she's cut while white lightning caresses the
ground.
Loudly the zephyr's cries drown out the lark's, there is violence
all around.
Watch an incredibly blue horizon begin to rip apart.
This tantrum of nature: some would call it war, I wlll call it art.
See over there, where the iron curtain of rain is thinning?
Where the warm sun rays hit the hillside, that's where life's just
beginning.
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The Family Moved Out
by Liz Lawrensen
the kitchen table is a sheil.
my sister's room is a place for naptime
and a temporary art studio.
the refrigerator contains a hundred sauces, condiments and
dressings
the cupboards-a thousand spices,
stale crackers, noodles, every kind of candy chip but chocolate,
the pantry-cans of tomato paste, creamed corn and mayonnaise.
These things are rarely used.
my daddy's lazy boy
seats pillows and cats and an occasional guest
my mom's lazy boy
looks out the picture window at the front of the house.
five important light bulbs that have burned out
but l'm not sure l'm the one to replace them.
l'm not a man, and dad would always unscrew the light bulbs
or refigure the wiring.
my brother's room holds closed boxes, (
his desk is empty,
and the closet doors are shut.
electronics do not occupy the empty space in every corner.
I have no fear of being tangled in extension and computer cords.
his axe cologne sprays and unnecessary aftershave scents stand
upon the dresser
unused, untouched, collecting dust.
Since they've left, l've tried to live in my room.
I can't do it.
All I do is sleep there.
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The Jacket
Soft, gray, comforting,
I bought it in part for lts warmth.
But also because it somehow
Reminded me of you.
Still does.
When I wear it,
I'm keeping warm from
Melting snow,
California sunshine
Not quite enough to stop the chill.
Either that or the need for
Something to comfort me,
To engulf me in
Awarm embrace.
And though we sat close enough
For our shoulders to be
Pressed tightly sgatnst each other,
There was no warm embrace.
Just warmth.
And that holding back
Brought warmth inside,
Where it counts.
A mystery untouched-
The gray color.
Not the dull color it often seems,
Not once it's familiar.
A comfort.
Like the clouds
At the chilly beach.
Youwore it there.
But it wasn't just a comfort-
Youwere beside me,
A team chasing seagulls.
by Carolyn Dundas
pi
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But Henry got away.
Memories were made,
Laughing, jokes.
Barefoot in the sand.
Always there beside me.
No, not a melancholy gray,
Except that time slipped past,
Trees outside the window
Becoming a blur,
But somehow the orange flowers
Still stood out.
Youwore it then, too,
I'm sure.
Peering your deep brown eyes
Over the seat
For no apparent reason.
The orange flowers you'd point out
To make my blue eyes sparkle.
And then we'd talk
Over the seat
Whlle others slept.
At home,
Like talking to famlly.
Calming presence.
Like the mist at the waterfall,
Earlier still,
When we stopped for a picture.
You definitely wore it then.
I have the picture.
Walking down the slippery trail
Side by side
Causing raised eyebrows
Ofdelight.
But I didn't mind.
Wehad our own quiet place.
The bench, too
Under the stars
After you grabbed me
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Around the waist,
Hoisting me in the air.
I squealed in surprise,
Though I stilI don't believe you'd ever
Throw me in the water.
Warmth around me.
I feel it.
And yet the bench was cool,
Us not touching
Except with words.
Getting famJIiar,
Knowing, talking, listening
Under the dark sky.
Gray again.
The comforting, peaceful kind.
Always, it was.
I picture you in it again
And it brings warmth,
Warmth to my heart.
So when I went to bUy one,
The choice was easy.
I put it on.
Soft, gray, comforting.
I bought it for its warmth.
But also because it somehow
Reminded me of you.
StilI does,
And now I see you bought one, too.
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The Mythical Sonnets
by Peter Boscaljon
Unicorn
Majestic unicorn, beautiful beast,
How can you be so easily misled?
Does this maid hold the key to your heart?
Her hair biows in the wind of deception,
Her tears will bring you only bitterness.
Behind the facade of her soft, white skin,
Death waits for the lowering of your bead
When armored men with spears will pierce your heart.
Run far from the appearance of evil!
Point your pearled horn to the distant mountains,
Let the urgent wind carry you away
Until rocky peaks loom far overhead
And there, in the arms of earthen giants
Youwill find your rest, you will find your peace.
Centaur
You embody haJf of tbe image of God,
Your other haif is a beast of the field.
Teil me Centaur, do you have a man's soul
Or are you a creature of base instincts?
Youwell thought words speak of an inner soul,
But your four equine legs argue that point.
Will you go to Heaven or turn to dust
When your two-fold nature gives up the ghost?
My green eyes watch you gallop through the fields
And Heaven and Hell don't seem to matter.
How I long to run wild and free like you
But that which makes me human holds me back.
Enjoy the freedom that you have, Centaur.
Trust God to be merciful in the end.
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Phoenix
The flames begin to burn inside the heart.
Fiery fingers fan out in search of fuel
And the Phoenix starts a hellish rebirth.
Sinew and feather can't escape the flames-
Our ears cannot escape the sound of death,
A fatal cry born from the searing pain
Ofknowing that in spite of your beauty,
Youare no more than a pile of ash.
But the spark of life is in this gray ash,
A faint light that can never be darkened
For even in darkness, your spirit seeks
A new body and a new life to live.
Rise, Phoenix, for you are victorious.
Death is defeated. You can live again.
Gryphon
How did you first come to this earth, Gryphon?
Did the Creator uniquely make you
Or were the laws of nature defiled
When you were inconceivably conceived?
Sired by your father, the great lion,
Cared for by your mother, the fierce eagle,
Is the ground you walk on cursed by your sin
Or are you part of this good creation?
Child of the lords ofthe land and the air,
You are not aione in your nobie place.
There is another Lord of earth and sky.
He came to this earth as a mere human
But he can tame a lion with his touch
And make hearts soar like eagles with his voice.
•
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The Nonsense in Flattering
a Nonsensical World
by Holly Peterson
Exaggerate the taffy-like light to cause a
Metallic nausea of nature's colors,
Spewing linear botany perversely
Against the brighter hues of recollection
In decorative nemesis, twisting the
Already warped world of elements
Beyond the point of breakage,
Simply to make a surrealist statement.
The natural defies such capture without
Usage of wicked erudition, as the sun
Pales in ghostly shock at the artist's audacity,
As white as the flesh lacking pigmentation
From the by-product of natural light,
Blur the edges of realism, create new
Orbs of enlightenment through the
Decision to disregard proportion, symmetry,
And, predominately, reason. Strain your eyes
In the search for the semblance of a dream
Apart from the dreaming state of sleep,
Disorient that wWch allows for orientation
As the shudders of light fragment into
Slivers of the fantastic infidelity that is
Living apart from truth, planting your
Mind in the false soil of imagination.
Place a neshy body in the scene for added
Effect-limp and statuesque as the noble
Tree with untarnished leaves of progeny atop
Fanned branches, neither swayed to one
Side nor the other-lifeless, yet still
Proper within the world surrounding.
C'
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The Pianist
by Josh Doorenbos
She sits.
A slight build.
A deep throbbing chord.
The already dense alr thickens
in anticipation of sound. "What happens next?" Weask eternity.
Another throb.
A burst of sound breaks forth from the solitary upright but
Evaporates, slowly slipping into the silence where it started.
Droplets of water,
half and whole step drips.
Faster.
Arpeggio.
Back and forth.
Trickling.
Thunder builds beneath.
I sit forward in my seat
and hold out my cup,
for I am thirsty.
Never certain if I'm getting the coolwater harmonies
or the black coffee chord.
Pentecost,
descending upon me,
in my soul there's a foot
that begins to tap,
and that foot becomes mine.
I want to babble incoherently
and see if someone can interpret.
But it's already being done:
my phrases would be
made up of grace notes and staccato melodies
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and she's already writing those words onto
ivory tablets.
Then, in climax, her back arches,
her eyes follow her spirit to the ceiling
and her head tllts back ever so slightly.
She closes her eyes,
and exhales.
She falls,
and so do I.
The Power in God's Pinky
by Elise Wolthuizen
Clink, clink, clink
the windmlll blades slowly start to wind slow to fast.
Changing from the pace of a minute hand on a clock
to the hand of the seconds.
The wind teases more openly
the tendrils of hair that have escaped my ponytail.
A tIckling touch dancing on my neck.
My nose detects the scent of rain as it gets
closer, closer, closer now.
The blue to navy to black sky changes
the shape of its clouds. From flUffy
tuffs of cotton candy to wisps piling
higher and higher going out this way
and that, like the meringue
on my grandmother's lemon pie.
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The clinking metal becomes
faster, faster, faster.
The blades make one unbroken sound.
White flashes. My eyes held captive.
The sky seems to take the picture
but my mind immediately develops and
stores the image away.
I count ...
one mississippi, two mississippi, three mississip ...
The thunder doesn't so much roll-but rather,
cracks like a baseball hit out of the park.
Fast and hard but leaving resonance.
splat, splat, splat
thud, thud, thud
pang,pang,pang
The white concrete is polka-dotted
with dark spots, but quickly
fllled in with the staining water poured out
The intoxicating atmosphere flows
with powerful current.
My feet and grin willing prisoners
held by none other but the forces of God.
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The Stacks
by Michelle McCullough
Here, all the girls come
to tickle the backs of their knees
and the boys to prove their mascullnity
to the sound of hushed giggling
Is it wrong to be so immoral
in front of the works of dead minds?
Wouldthey be offended by
their words imprinted on women's spines?
I feel the weight of words
too long for my vocabulary, judging me
Let me crawl inside the one about
Salvador Dali, strange imagery
I've been checked out
with eyes, give me a barcode inside
If! could stay words locked in a book
no one ever reads, that'd be nice
Some book about reptiles or ceramic tiles
that would burn with the end of the library
as Is the fate of all library books
that haven't already been lost or stolen
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The sun rose
by Ian Dudley
as a blooming flower
made of molten glass.
Each petal unfolding
bright and translucent,
leaving the sky hung
with yellow pollen
as if with every
petal unfurled, another
handful was scattered
into the sky
covering the stars.
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The We in Me
by Michelle McCullough
My 12-year old brat tickled my throat as I spoke
I sputtered a note of a tune she wrote in glltter and pink hearts
In the mirror I saw her snicker at my growth
Ten years had not shown a change in scenery
I shamefully covered my bones
I wish for the girl to get out from under my skin,
But she's the skeleton within
I'm a fraud in a leather coat, just for show
too chicken-shit to let you know
Like when I fell for that 24, biting teeth, blushing cheek
And he fell for my mystery
But didn't understand it was my 12 he could barely see
The thought of resolve, of exile seems extreme
The pest has grown on me
Her innocence is the bubblegum stuck in my hair
I know the stars she's seen
And how much brighter they were in her blue eyes
We'll build our fort with blankets and sllence
And never let them see right through
To see the 12 in 22
C'
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There are two kinds of eaters
by Carolyn Dundas
But all must eat
When stomachs gurgle in protest.
There are those who
Fill their stomachs with haste,
Eating, snarling, munching
Until the food is gone,
The stomach full.
And afterwards,
Ready to move on,
Siokened by the thought
Of one more bite.
At least until the next meal.
Then there are those who
Slowly piok at food,
Choosing eaoh bite with measure-
One bite, ohew,
Pause to take it in.
And after time passes,
They're still there,
Savoring the flavor,
Never getting too full,
Their appetite only Increasing.
Sinoe all must eat,
It's best for two people
To know what kind they are,
Lest one walks away siok
While the other is still eating.
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Then sometimes I forget
that we're one
by Josh Doorenbos
Sometimes I forget
that we're pressing against the ground
and breathing air through vocal chords.
Sometimes I forget
that I'm holding my arm at a forty-five degree angle
and allowing yours to rest on it.
Sometimes I forget
that I'm letting my metacarpals rest on your clavicle
and wrapping my phalanges around your rotator cuff.
Sometimes I forget
the feel of my palmar aponeurosis brushing past your triceps
brachii
past your right elbow onto your right lumbar.
Sometimes I forget that,
when you turn towards me, ~
I'm placing my hand upon the boundary between the lumbar
and the thoracic right where your spine emerges from
your thoracolumbar fascia
when
we press together our closed mouths. Sometimes
I forget we're carbon-based mass
standing on a gravel-based path
between rows of conifers.
Sometimes I forget that we're separate entities, then
sometimes
I forget that we're one
Throwaway your map
by Nathanael Johnston
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Whoneeds palm pilots anyway
Or Black Berries and calendars
With highlighted times of day
Goodluck as you try to explain
And plan and predestinate
Your days, months and hours
Just keep telling yourself
That if you schedule and manage
Fight, toil, and scavenge
And reign in every second of
This reality that is a beautiful
Breath breathed into dull clay
Then maybe just maybe someday
Youcan sit on your couch and say
I've finally made it It's good to be me
You're better off to write a book
Create a world with a plot with
Rhyme and sense a chorus and hook
AJJ predictable as a commuter's alarm clock
Followed by a shower and coffee
A thirty minute ride on the train
Look down at your watch keep tune
Remember the goal in your head
That time of rest and retirement
Don't worry about the life all around you
It won't make you stop and look
Maybe just laugh silently
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A kid playing backyard baseball
An awkward failed first kiss
A guy getting mugged at fast stop
What happened to those plans
The homerun and practiced kiss
The money for a new T.V.
Plan your life make your lists
Be prepared to shake your fists
And make a tally of every breathe
As sweet air rushes into lungs
And quickiy goes sour on contact
A fleeting memory gone
Busy counting the next breathe
Before the first have diffused
Oxygen into the blood flow
About those maps and things
GPS's, MapQuest, and info Binga
Put them down for a second
Life isn't a list or a map
Nor does it care to obey you're plans
Stop walting for next spring's tulips
Chances are you already missed
This spring's flowers and fresh air
Just take a second and stop
Let It hit you like a clear starry sky
An expected kiss or embrace
A phone call from an old best friend
Noone asked your permission
Or called to make an appointment
It just happened and you liked it
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So let it just happen and you will
Like it and not complain because
Youdid some sightseeing today
Throwaway your map
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Trinitarianism
by Josh Doorenbos
I oftentimes pioture it as a three-dimensional objeot,
sort of a God-Hubwith arms shooting off of it.
Wecan see that this arm is the Father,
This the Son,
This the Spirit;
AIl separate,
AIl one.
I bat about this idea
alongside thoughts of my grandfather
who died when I was in middie school.
I didn't memorize the date.
It had all the emotional Impact
of a paper out.
I attended,
I downoast my face
I carried his dead-weight
AIl the way to the dirt that was heaped above him.
Regret, more than sorrow, was the effeot.
Droves
Lining up
Declaring how righteous this man was,
how he was a saint.
So now I come to reallze it is not anything like a God-hub, but an
energy, a oonstantly churning ocean, so seamiessly whole that it's
impossible to separate Spirit from Son.
Thousands of cells inspired by such great strands,
Through the copulation of my father and mother,
I am infeoted on the deepest, cellular level by
A saint.
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Two Steps Outside On A Winter Day
by George Barnes
The snow doesn't fall, it wafts round to the
Mellowmusic of slow-echoed guitar.
Vibration fits the world with airy sound.
Hollow,precious notes made for this moment,
Reverberation transubstantiates,
Becoming air, snow, trees, brick and rich earth.
Whitewater crystals pelt the bodies of
The power-walkers who bulldoze the air,
Pushing present experience aside,
Or llck the faces of lollygaggers
As they saunter leisurely with matching
Conversation among friends or with phones.
Slurping fine wine like a can of cold Pabst
Enjoying but not appreciating.
Few, too enraptured to move, join the sound.
Melting into everything around
Nolonger just themselves but everything
Cold flakes tenderly kiss their nose and cheek
And dissolve into the bichromatic
Scene. This day that only exists in white
And dark shades of brown. A painter's simple
Masterpiece. Meant to be felt, to commune.
To leach the self from a trembling body,
Then Leaving it whole, touched and touching,
full AfJ a moment, as a winters breath.
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Unrequited ...Something
by Chantelle Steggerda
I've always loved the rain.
Tonight, I sit under the roofs overhang
on a narrow, third-story deck,
my feet propped on metal
railing as I watch the lightning
illuminate looming bulwarks of cloud.
This encounter is oddly impersonal.
A yellow light, tinged with grease-orange, illumines
scattered sparkles in the black before me.
Persistently, they pelt my skirt's hem,
but I cannot bring myself to move;
I sit, stunned, united with the shadow-eaten
green canvas of my cheap deck chair.
Your voice is so cruel tonight,
like a lover newly intent on injury,
speaking unfamlliar, biting truths
in a tin-tap staccato.
Tonight your undulating rhythms
keep time in spite of me,
not as one with me.
I straln agamst graphite, but
cannot keep from writing
another sorry 'love" poem
of injury and fallure, of losing
and being lost.
Rain, how can I belleve in love
when even you speak to me so coidly?
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WeAll Have Stars
by Josh Doorenbos
My fiance once asked
"Don't you think that we all have a star,
one that is specifically ours?
I think we do.'
My very uncertain lover,
who at times was uncertain
if she wished to be,
in fact, my lover,
spoke with a strange certainty.
I shrugged my shoulders,
but I knew it was a stupid thought.
There are so many stars
and so few of us
not to mention that it's
based on the most triviai and far-reaching exegesis
of "I will make your descendants
as numerous as the stars.'
It's a farcical idea at best.
But it's one of those trivial beliefs
like that of a hyper-present deity,
a Godwho defines existence by his very nature.
Whocannot exist because He is hyper-existential.
Those little flecks of light
which inspire such great ideas
that make the ideas that need
to be true, true,
for If not humanity would
have no way of ever thinking them.
Like the Apprentice PilIar in Rosslyn Chapel.
In a dream that came
to the apprentice stone mason,
while his master was away,
he saw the finished pillar
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(of which the maeter had
no means of mowing
and had traveled all the way
to RDme to find out the shape
he would form It Into.)
SDhe went to work,
thinking his master would be pleased
at the work well done,
The rest is histDry, Dr legend,
Dr some medium
between the tWD
but we are left with this ornament
SDobviously inspired
by something
that it has to be true,
where else would we think
to create a pillar apparently enshrouded
in helicase. FDrwhat is helicase
to an eighteenth century stone mason?
Forte est vinum
fortior est rex
fortiores Bunt mulieres
super omnia vincit veritas
And SDI knDW
we all have stars.
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What Children Know and Adults
Pretend to Forget
by George Barnes
When the last light flees the assault of night,
and darkness descends on your diminutive domain
filling it until it bloats with the pressure,
stretching the carpeted floor to the brink of rupture,
ail that upright daylight has relegated to the rear or
perhaps the periphery of the world creeps closer.
Circling like a pack of predacious panthers,
awaiting the day's final fail, they pace...
Lying awake in your bed, you shrivel as the world stretches.
Finally, the dam breaks and the rush olthe blackness
encircles you, whispering your darkest fears into your
straining sars. Drenched in gloom, the shadows loom,
taking shape on your wails making noisss in hails. You
know a mephitic mailcious and mean mannered monster walts
just beyond your eye's reach. T-rex just outside the door,
awaiting the moment you feeble bladder can take no more.
When the moment comes, your feet barely touch the ground.
Avoid the creaking claws of whatever made that hissing sound
Youbound with a hop step and zigzag around obstinate obstacles
Weavingthrough winding corners and down the elongating hail.
Finaily, after too long afoot, you lollop to the llght switch,
A rush of brightness, sweeps away the sinister sounds which
become a rumbling refrigerator or a squeaking door hinge
you chuckle at your silly behavior and believe what was is gone,
But light, your bulwark, only lasts so long,
And the dark never really dies
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When I Met a Blind Man
by Ian Dudley
I tried to Imagine
How it must be
To walk in a torrent of blackness.
Aflif someone
Snuffed out all the stars like candles
With the end of a very long broom.
Afllf they swept all light from the sky.
Then as the sun came up over the horizon
A rock was thrown,
Shattering it like a fluorescent bulb,
Bursting it into tiny sltvers of glass.
But I couldn't tmagine,
Because
I have already seen too much.
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Whole Full. Sale Empty.
by Ryan Davis
Gutted, the frame stands out
shred of insulation still clinging to the beams
breeze blows leaves under empty eaves
once shelter for a man and his wife
now they are gone like there house
decomposing under some lawn covered green
the dead's lawn now strew with remains of home:
a cradle flippedupside down
upon a heap of shattered glass and nails
long missed carriage left empty still ...
the attic peers out from shingled shadows
that hide a thousand secrets still ...
the concrete slab below is cracked
and brick is stacked in corners where
he sat and read to her
stories he had written as a child
and thought about their future
they wed on that gray and windy day in September
It's here again but changed
every piece is rearranged
simple life was their dream
but who can say simplicity is they got?
they had a dream to live away from everything
but agonized they found that loss and gain
go hand in hand as if pulling apart
is the only way to put together
Nowthe skeleton remains remind
as each piece one from one disbands
shingles lift and blow away but wave as they pass
out into another gray September day
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To the Windmill on a Prairie Hillside
by Chantelle Steggerda
Qh, to stand in the field and soak in the sun,
to whirl with the wind's limbs and creak
and be young in old fashion: rusted,
distinct from the land, different,
but very much a part of it.
The soU shifts and smoothes
and becomes rough once more; the sky drifts
and flattens and wrinkles again; the fiowers rise
and cheer and dance before they die; in all seasons,
you, Windmill, remain and stand and watch
and wait for your temporal friends-the flowers
and grasses and light-hearted clouds.
(
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You Are a Landmine From my Past
Waiting in My Future
by George Barnes
Driving on the freeway
Under the steamy desert sun
I am surrounded by tbick heat and perspiration,
by a dawdling rush-hour wolf-pack
that slowly decelerates to stagnation.
The passenger seat is empty now,
And the air feels it's loss, refusing
To refill the mould ofthe missing.
At a standstill in the midst of
This slow moving heard,
A moment of still silence rises
Which overpowers the whining of
Poorly lubricated brake pads,
My drifting thoughts waft about.
They always seem to find you.
I try to resist a foray into pathetic nostalgia,
but in an instant there you are.
A fragile frame adorned in purple,
Dark curls, and soft brown eyes
Amirage of water always just ahead
And just behind.
That's how I remember you
Always near but never close.
What Godinvented to torture the thirsty
I could see the rain in your form, those eyes.
the rich deep brown of moist, fresh tilled earth,
eyes I could smell, all the sweet aromas
of a spring rain, and the life of a thunderstorm
And I wanted to drink until I exploded
Into the bloomof a flowered Midweet spring
I thought I could be a forest, a jungle, a farm -
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...But I was the desert that loved a storm cloud
Now logjam is broken and the stream has begun to now.
The sharp jabbering of angry car horns,
Ready to run me down llke a soccer mom on steroids,
Jerks me from my somber reverie.
Iremember there is no compassion in steel,
and this isn't a world for soft moments
Sometimes wonder if the right rearview mirror knows how true it
is.
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Honorable Mention Poetly
Irnpoortant
by Aaron Bower
There will be a day in the near future when your car is dented,
your hair is falling out, and your wife is cheating on you.
Youwill then seek something to comfort the calamity in your
angry mind.
Something bigger than the empty rooms of your spotiess home.
Something even bigger than the Godwho did not receive your ten
percent, but who is still ready for you.
On that day you will find nothing. On that day the faces passing by
you will stare, unaware of what once dwelled within that hollow
shell. On that day you will feel as if you falter with every step,
struggling to pick yourself back up. On that day you will drown In
pools of scalding plastic, be lost in the pitch black of worn leather.
On that day you will sleep simply because there is nothing left to
do.
When you wake up, lonely, colder than the bench you don't recall,
go back to your home and shake the faux trunks for falling dollar
bills.
Pan the fountains for gold.
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Honorable Mention Poetry
Boiling hearts
& holding hands
by Liz Lawrensen
is what we were-then.
you used to have ideals
and I used to have dreams.
Is this growing up
or accepting a friend request from apathy?
the girl with a smile and clothes of svery color
walked down the dock leading to a sea of grey paint
politely stepped off, blowing a kiss to her lover behind
as her lips turned blue.
he bit his lip and his face washed out
and his heart lost IO beats per minute.
They mailed each other words
that reminded them of the hopeless romantics
Hollywood teaches Americans to worship
and tried to remember wbat it felt like-
that flutter, butterfly at first tOUCh,
timid warmth, hope.
what does love feel like, (
what is It like to be kissed,
how does it feel to be adored?
they tried to recall.
nothing, Is the same, at all,
as the first time.
they gave each other calls,
tried to sustain the close proximity.
but distance speaks louder than words,
and 1,000 miles stays strong
no matter how many wpm anybody can type.
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does love slowly fade
like embers hot glow
or is it put out by piss
of a mals enjoying the sizzling sound
as if he has heroically put out a forest fire?
or, is it simply watered down by the garden hose
by a woman tired, too spent to reel the hose
back to the shed, saving it for tomorrow morning?
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3rd place Poetry
Deified Humanity
by Holly Peterson
Do not tell me my heart must mature-
Complete perfection by the mind
May cause the delicate walle to
Crumble Into a seeping mass of muscle,
Filtering toxic logic no longer.
Walls exist for a reason-
Reinforcing shelters which provide
Salvation for these weak biped mortals
Called humans. Once, the rain
Soiled my nelghbor's latest
Faehlon statement-a trench
Juet garish enough to get you noticed,
Just thin enough to keep you cold.
She wept pompously until her mourning
Formed the only rain of ruin, poIsoning
Her soul with shameless self-pity.
Mortified from falling, her umbrella
Collapsed, shedding borrowed tears. Yet
More parasol it formed in creation of shade
Than water-repelllng armor, with no
True repentance required for its bravery. 'l'
Many weeks later, I wept bitter, fleshy tears of virtue
Wben her house lit up In furious flames;
She stood in mute perplexIty.
Natural awe clasps shut even the
Most lugubnous of mouths.
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2nd Place Poetry
North of Home
by Geore Barnes
Now fifty miles north of home
I sense my journey begin to end
Time turns sluggish under the starry dome
So I push the gas, times flaw to mend.
I sense my journey beginning to end,
Though I'm still in the mountains among the pine
I push down the gas, times flaw to mend
And blaze through the darkness, this road Is ail mine
Yet, I'm still in the mountalns among the tail pine,
When a cool breeze floats through my open window.
Still, I surge through the darkness. The road is ail mine.
Noheadlights assault my eyes as down the mountain I go
The cool breeze drifts through my open window
Laden with the fresh pine smell of Christmas morning
Alone in the dark as down from the mountain I go.
And in the soothing bairn of the peaceful night, I start coasting
Steeped in the fresh pine fragrance of a Christmas morning,
In the soothing embrace of a tranquil night, I am coasting
While time ticks easy beneath the starry dome
Fifty cairn miles north of home
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IstPlacePoet,y
all the silverware is dirty
in the kitchen sink.
by Liz Lawrensen
your hair is growing longer, and I've never known you
at these lengths.
I'm sorry for stretching you,
a rubber band around my cracked
Tupperware lid,
I'm sorry for taking you out on the water
in this small canoe
then dropping the oars in-although you know
it was an accident
we still are caught in a storm.
I wish I'd have cooked you more meat,
baked you more cookies,
written you more songs.
I would taks back the hours
I stole from your slesp
and sing you a luliaby
promptly at nins 0' clock.
I'd be happier inside-for you
if I could,
I'd have more frisnds,
lovs my God, live my dreams,
be satisfisd,
so you could love me
more easily.
but right now,
we're both astronomers without telescopes
making guesses about the universe.
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You can't read music,
and I'm not physically fit.
Youwish you had my straight hair,
and I wish your curled locks were mine .
you don't read books
and I can't drIve stick shift.
what does this world
have in mind for us,
creatures of habit,
failure, and stubbornness?
as you turn the other cheek from my bad side
I'll be waiting on the other to kiss you.
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Fiaion Section
Bird Watching
by Ian Dudley
"I'm tired of thIs damned snow", Hank said over hIs quickly cooling cup
of coffee.
"What's too low?" Allsn asked.
"I said SNOWyou deaf old man, do I nsed to repeat everythIng?"
Allsn didn't reply at first, he was waiting to see if Hank was going to say
anythIng else before he attempted to interpret.
"I hate winter", Allen said at last.
Both men could feel the bitter wind as it made its way through the light
screen of the enclosed porch on whIch they were sitting. The last wisps of
steam spiraled away from the twin coffee mugs placed on the small table
set between their two chairs. A book labeled "Birds of North America" sat
on Hanks lap and Allen had an old beat up notebook resting on one Imee.
Nsithsr seemed to care about anything besides warmth at tbe moment. Hank
rotated hIs shoulders in an effort to shrug his coat hIgher and Allsn just sat
thsre numbly noping that if maybe be didn't move he would stay warmer.
"I don't thInk we'll sse much today," Hank said at last, trying to sink
further into hIs collar. Allen just sat tbere lost in thought, or perhaps he just
couldn't hear anything above what little wind there was. Hank muttered to
hImself about bow he hated that Allen was old, how he was old. It was life's
cruel joke on humanity - infirmity to plague the last days of ones existence.
"ALLEN,"Hank sald again, tbis time warranting a response.
"Huh," he grunted, too cold to speak.
"Lsts go back inside, we'll make more coffee and playa game of cribbage."
Allen gave a half nod and said something about birds, but it was lost in ths
howl of wind through the screen. Allen made no attempt to get up.
"Hey dld you bear me? Lets go play some cribbage." Hanks voice was
slightly louder than normal but Allen stared vacantly ahead, hIs face slack of
ali movement. Hank finally kicked hIs foot out startling Allen into action.
"Doyou see one?" he asked.
"Onewhat?" Hank responded.
"The spotted owl"
"Haven't you been listening? I said we probably weren't going to see
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anything today," Hank answered exasperated.
"My hearing aid is almost out of batteries, and I fell asleep," AlIen
rsplied self-consciously.
Tbe two men sat there, neither one making an effort to get up.
"I'm tired of this damned snow", Hank said at last to break the silence.
Allen didn't respond. His battery muet have cut out again leaving him with-
out easy access to receiving verbal etimull. Hank finally gave up speaking
to his friend and settled in his chair to look for the spotted owi, forgetting
about cribbage and bot coffee for the moment.
"God I hate winter," he said at last, echoing Allen's sentiments from
earlier.
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Faithful in All Things
by Josh Doorenbos
I wake up this morning having spent the night with a
woman who wasn't my wife. The night being my dream, of course,
and the woman being unidentifiable. However, It felt so real that
I woke up almost certain that I was an adulterer. WakingErica, I
decide to tell her about my dream in which she was dying and I was
running around with another girl. However, I cannot find a way to
break it to her that my dream-self was unfaithful to her dream-self.
It is almost certain that she'd read into it as being somehow a sub-
conscious desire that I want to leave her. I actually had to spend
a good deal of tlme convincing myself that this wasn't the point,
before telling her. I tried out all of the possibilities. Perhaps the
dream-self was confused and it was, in fact, Erica all along, but I
was confused and so I pictured her face as being different. But this
doesn't hold up to the dream, as I remember the distinct feeling that
the relationship with this woman was wrong.
It was a decidedly sexual dream, not romantic in the
least bit; I took the woman I was with and shoved her to her knees
before me while I removed my pants. She was obviously there for
my enjoyment and nothing else. I was just using her while Erica's
friends tried to convince me that she was dying. She, hearing the
half-truth part of the dream, mumbles, "Well,I'm not dying, so it's
fine," and goes back to sleep.
I justify the half-trutb by deciding It just wouldn't be
helpful. Erica has already begun to grow jealous of my work. Of
course, the notion that I care for my studies and my writing more
than her is ridiculous. I'm no workaholic fatber who spends the
nine-to-five at work in the law firm and comes home to spend the
rest of the night on case work or working around the house. I'm a
professor and a writer: I work from 10 until 4:30, come home and
read, observe, and write about what I observe and read-plenty
of time to spend with Erica. She has no right to complain about a
husband who spends more time at home than she does, and makes
just as much money as she does as an elementary art teacher at the
public school in town.
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She, in all her drama, makes out as if I've spent the past
year staring at a pair of scales. On the one hand is my priority to my
scholarship and writing, and on the other are my duties as a husband.
I go back and forth between emphasizing my work and emphasizing
our relationship. The tension has cropped up into our conversations
many times. She'll come back from work and insist that I'm not
paying attention to her while I'm staring straight at her. When I sit
down to write the book I'm writing now-a pedagogical piece about the
dedication needed to be an accomplished writer-she complains that I
spend more time on my book than on her. She irrationally refuses to
see the fact that, if this is done in a timely matter, the publishing of it
could provide for us quite handsomely, monetarlly speaking.
"Why do I always have to wait for the future? You're always
saying 'It'll work out better for us in the long run,' but if the 'long
run' never comes what will I do? Keep waiting around for when this
hard work will 'payoff?'"
This, inevitably, will lead to a conversation about children
and how we should start a family before we're too old. She asks when
we will finally get off the condoms and the sex decided on where she
is in her fertility cycle.
"Honey, we're not comfortable enough yet to bring in
another human being to provide for." Before I can continue this
explanation that I've expatiated many times before, she huffs off to
another room. It Is during the time of fertility right n~ and she's
apparently anxious to bring another life into this depraved world.
I spent another night dreaming of foreign women. This time
Erica was trapped in a cell in the basement of our house. Of course I
fully intended to rescue Erica, but the dream-self first chose to ravage
the woman. I tell Erica, once again, about the cell. There's no use
telling of my hallucinatory infidelity. It's not real, therefore negligible.
The cell, however, makes for an interesting story.
She just smiles and keeps getting ready for work. I make
myself some eggs, watching the way the eggs sizzle in the pan, the
way the ooze rolls about and slowly builds into a creamy film, ready
to be scooped onto a plate and sprinkled with salt, which immediately
is swallowed in the light layer of liquld.
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I am interrupted from my marveling at the supreme
interestingness of such a mundane chore as cooking, by Erica
announcing that she is about to head to work. She also drivels on
about how she has a meeting after school that she has to go to and it
may run late and on and on.
"Yes, yes, wonderful." I hustle over to her to kiss her, "Have
a great day, honey. I love you."
"Thanks. You too." She rushes out the door. She must have a
busy day planned. I listen to the engine fire up. The stuttering engine
needs a tune-up, coughing and gasping its way to life. I make a mental
note to call the mechanic about that after my morning read of the
paper.
I make it a habit to read multiple books at once. At this
time in my life I am reading Middlemarch by George Eliot and The
Meaning of Truth by William James. This is punctuated by my reading
for the classes I teach and periodic writings from philosophers that
are recommended to me by a professor in the philosophy department
of the college. I am most happy when greedily consuming Whatever I
can read. I read the Wall Street Journal dally along with several news
websites, and of course my Bible (and the commentaries that go with
that).
Then at the end of the day, when I am finished reading, I sit
at my computer, close the door to my study, and I type up whatever
I learned that day. Whatever I had read, thought, pieced together-I
type it, stream-of-consciousness style, and figure out what is worth
writing artistically. I read along and think, "This could be poetry, this
could be journalistic writing, this could be memoir, oh and wouldn't
this be a great story idea." Everything means something and I am
dedicated to finding a way to make it profoundly interesting for a vast
audience. I am all about going through my life with a broadax! I am a
writer, everything I do being fodder for the write-all.
Today there is another scandal. The stock market continues
to fall and some guy is being sent to jail for stealing money from some
rich investors. There's a Robin Hood analogy in there somewhere.
I rip out the articles and decide to juxtapose little instances from
either story and compare them in a quippy little faUX-journalistic
piece later on.
I head to the college at which I study. I also teach a college
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composition course and two leoture oourses. In the first lecture
oourse, an entry-level creative writing workshop, today's lesson
is on the primary discipline of sight as it relates to the writing
profession, I give my students an impassioned plea to spend
their lives with a heightened sense of sight, to notioe things
about life that can be used to write, to see connections in the
world and come to conclusions about the greater meanings of
things, to make beautiful observations about the way things are,
simply by being aware of the way things alter under different
circumstances. In the second oourse, a more advanoed fiction
workshop, I leoture them on the use of irony in fiotion.
I come home, tired and ready to sit tight and enjoy some
William James. Erica comes in late, as she said she would, and
goes right to the bedroom. On her way I ask her how her meeting
went and she responds, "Great."
The next day she flies off to work before I get out of bed,
perhaps she has some lesson planning to do before the students
get in. I pull out the paper and decide there's nothing interesting
in the news, and then move on to Middiemaroh. Today is my day
offfrom teachmg. All I must do is get to my offioe, and sit and
wait for some sniveling child to complain about the harshness of
my grading. I'li read their work for the second time and try to
remember why it was that I didn't like their cliche s\l1ry about a
wife fleeing a Icveless marriage for some young Romeo who truly
loves her. I tell this student that their story is irrational and has
absolutely no groundings in reality. I send the student back to
their dorm room to ory and tell their roommate that they hate
me and whatever else this particular student does whenever they
feel the world isn't falr. Perhaps this way they'll stop just writing
a story here and there just to fulfill an assignment, and get truly
serious about their oraft.
I head home and read an essay on excessive reason
being the downfall of our sooiety or some such nonsense, followed
by some tiresome Levitioallaws, and then set myself to more
writing. Erica still isn't home by nine in the evening, so I begin
to wonder what happened to her, I contemplate watching the
television but deoide it to be a waste of time and a distraotion
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from what really matters. So I decide against it and make a note
to talk to Erica about getting rid of the abomination.
That evening as the sun begins to set, as I am getting
ready to sit down and do some reading, she finally walks in.
"Andrew."
"Erica, honey, where have you been? I was worried
sick!" I jump from my chair and swiftly move towards her to give
her a greeting hug and kiss.
"Andrew, I'm pregnant."
I stop in my tracks.
"Howdid that happen? Erica, we were so careful and we
had planned out the cycles in such a detailed fashion."
"I know."
"Andwe were so careful not to have sex during those
cycles."
"You're right. Wewere."
I look at the floor, at the carpet with grains of fine dust
molecules ground into It.
"Weil,I guess we must have misjudged your cycle. We'il
just have to make the best of this." I smile at my wife and move
swiftly to the computer-I must do research and budgeting to
prepare for this unplanned complication.
I look back at her as she looks out the living room
window, staring off into the distance. I watch as the sunlight
bathes her slumped shoulders and slightly frowning face. I
attempt to picture her standing there six months later, rounding
in the middle with life beginning within her. Somehow this is
impossible for me to picture.
I just pray to Godthat I'll stop dreaming.
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Running Home
by Emily Brewer
Her foot pressed the accelerator closer to the iloor as
she watched the still-sleeping city disappear in the rearview
mirror. This trip was long overdue. Too long had she been
stuck in her man-made environment of cement, neon lights, and
artificial plants. Too long since she had inhaled air that didn't
reek of smoke, motor oil, and whatever overcooked food the
nearest vendor was selling. Too long since she had been able to
stargaze, fail asleep to the sound of crickets, and awake to the
songs of birds.
Yes, this trip was long overdue.
Moving to California had been his idea. She had been
young and naive, he charming and self-assured, when they met
five years ago. She had been attracted to his self-confidence and
his solid future. He knew where he was going. She wanted to go
too. He encouraged her dreams of being a singer, told her there
were plenty of opportunities in the city. She would be discovered
In no time.
The worst part was that she had believed him - every
word. They moved to a suburb of Los Angeles and settled into
a small, expensive apartment near Hollywood. It soon became
apparent, however, that his dreams of stardom took ,recedence
over hers. She started working odd jobs almost around the clock
to pay for rent and groceries. He spent his days in audition rooms
with the rest of the up-and-coming stars while she scrubbed pots
and pans and cleaned other people's houses. He started coming
home later, smelling of alcohol and other women.
After he got his first acting gig, he declded he was too
good for her. He left. That was around the time she realized how
monotonous her life had become, how much she despised living in
the city. Now that he was gone, it was pointless to stay. There
was nothing keeping her there except the securlty of her routine
and the twice-a-month paychecks.
She had been so stupid. How could she have let him
take her away from a place she loved more than life? She had
regretted the decision every day of the last five years, dreamt
....
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about returning every night. Her two paychecks weren't enough
to keep the apartment, and she was getting farther and farther
into debt with each passing month. This morning fate had
appeared on her doorstep in the form of an eviction notice, and
she had decided to make her dreams a reality. It was either pay,
or leave. It was time to go home.
Nowhere she was-driving, no, flying, down the
interstate, to a place she hadn't seen in years. Her home; the
onIy true home she had ever known. She had grown up, literally,
in the middle of nowhere. Surrounded by acres upon acres of
corn and soybeans, her parents' house was situated on the onIy
five acres of grass to be found for miles. That place had been her
playground, her sanctuary, her escape. But as she grew oider,
the farm seemed to close in on her, suffocate her. Her sanctuary
turned into a prison and she started looking for a way out. At
a time when she was questioning everything she had grown up
believing, her identity, her faith, her future, he was there with all
the answers.
She stopped for gas when the gauge showed almost
empty. The rumbie of her stomach reminded her that she hadn't
eaten for a while, and she picked up a sandwich and large coffee
to tide her over until the next stop. Her legs ached from sitting in
the car for so long. She stretched and walked around a bit before
getting into the car and pointing it back toward the interstate.
With every state line she crossed, she felt another piece
of her old self cilck into piace. Stopping onIy for gas and food, she
drove straight through the day, reveling in the changing scenery
and the cool, fresh alr in her face.
It wasn't until night started falling that she began to
doubt her spontaneous decision to come back. She had left home
without saying goodbye, had never written, never called. What if
her parents didn't live on the farm anymore? What lf they didn't
want to see her?
It seemed foolish now to have left CalifornIa and all it
had held for her the past few years. She had had a couple of good
jobs, and while she didn't do any singing, she had a better chance
of being discovered in LA than in the middle of nowhere, Iowa.
What if she came back home oniy to face the same reasons she
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left in the first place?
Sometime shortly after midnight, she crossed into
Nebraska. Her headlights started picking out some familiar
sights: fields of corn and beans, softly rustling in the early
morning breeze; a flat landscape with only a few roiling hilis to
add variance. She stopped at the first gas station she could find
to get some coffee and stretch her legs. A couple more hours
and she would be home. She leaned against the car, enjoying the
fresh air and the relative stiliness of the night, broken only by the
sound of cars on the interstate nearby.
It had been a night like tonight when she first left.
Everything had been planned to the smallest detail. She had
packed her bags the morning before and stowed them in her old
tree house. Nobodywent up there anymore, so she knew they
would be safe. That night, instead of going to bed, she sat in her
room with the lights off. Waiting. She heard the tread of her
parents' feet as they made their way to bed, heard the TV in their
room turn on, then turn back off. Heard her father's deep snores.
Finally, she heard a car coming down the gravel road, traveling
slowly and with the lights off. She made her way to her parents'
room and kissed the square, white envelope before setting it on
their nightstand where they would find it in the morning.
She slipped outside, grabbed her bags, and was gone
before the lipstick etain on the envelope had time to dry.
A car fiiledwith teenagers pulled into the ~arking
lot, blaring some profane excuse for music. Glancing up, she
noticed the employees looking through the store window at her,
probably wondering why she was stili there and debating amongst
themselves whether to call the cops. She imagined she looked
pretty suspicious standing out by the gas pumps, leaning against
her car, cradling her cup of coffee and staring off into space.
She got into her car and slowly drove out of the parking
lot. She didn't need to look to know that they watched her until
she was back on the interstate.
After driving for what seemed like an eternity, she saw
it: a large sign over the interstate that read "The people of IOWA
welcome you." She smiled to herself and put a bit more pressure
on the gas pedal. She took the exit that led to a familiar two-lane
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highway, one she had traveled numerous times on family road
trips or shopping trips with friends. After a few miles, her car
seemed to kick into auto-pilot. Right turn at the dilapidated old
barn, the once-red paint peeling off, exposing the rough gray wood
underneath. Straight until she had crossed the river bridge,
then an immediate left onto the county road. Another left at the
country church, and the fourth road on the right would be hers.
The old road hadn't changed much in the years since she
had seen it last. It still had the same slight curve at the bottom of
the hill, still had the same dips and rises, still seemed to continue
endlessly. She remembered learning to drive on this road, at
first by sitting on her dad's lap and steering while he controlled
the pedals; then mom sitting next to her in the passenger seat,
smiling and encouraging her attempts even while her white-
knuckled hand gripped the door. She remembered driving solo
for the first time, defiantly pushing the car to speeds well over
the limit before hitting a pile of gravel the wrong way, spinning
in a complete circle, and coming to a stop on the edge of the road,
forcing herself to release the breath she had sucked in when the
car first started spinning.
Now,instead of driving, she parked her car, rolled down
the windows, and shut off the engine. Getting out, she crawled
onto the hood and stretched out on her back. This was something
she had missed in LA:the multitude of stars that filled the skY,
like someone had taken a handful of sparkling diamonds and
thrown them straight up. She stayed llke that until daybreak.
As the sky got llghter, the stars faded away. More light
brought more of her surroundings into focus: the outline of the
corn stalks, the fence posts and barbed wire that separated crop
from ditch, the tips of the trees just down the road, a slight knoll
in the road in front of her obstructing a clear view.
The first chirp came when the pinks, purples, and reds
of sunrise were fading and being replaced with the clear blue that
promised a sunny day. She sat up, Waiting for what she knew
would come next. A few more chirps from the lone early bird, and
suddenly it was like some alarm had gone off and all the birds
were talking at once. Her experienced ear picked out the songs
of the robin, finch, sparrow. Soon it became nearly impossible to
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separate one song from another as more birds woke and started
warming up their voices.
Just as the last of the colors disappeared from the sky,
leaving a wide expanse of blue, she heard the sound of their old
rooster crowing on the other side of the hill.
It was time. She got back in her car and turned the key,
the sputtering engine showing the same reluctance to move that
she felt. She drove slowly down the road, the sound of gravel
crunching under the tires filling her ears. A few more feet and
she was level with the mailbox.
She turned the car down the driveway, taking in the
familiar buildings and landscape as she drove. The tree house was
still there, looking exactly as it did when she left it. The old truck
was parked in front of the house, a bit rustier now, but still how
she remembered. There were towels out on the clothesline, no
doubt freshly washed that morning. Her mom had always been an
early rIser.
She drove up to the house and parked, simultaneously
shutting off the engine and unfastening her seat belt. She could
smeli the bacon frying and warm bread cooling on the windowsill.
Opening the car door, she heard her mom's clear soprano coming
through the screen on the open window, singing an old hymn. The
church bells rang in the distance, announcing the beginning of a
brand new day.
She softly ciosed her car door, purposely bfing as quiet
as she could. She didn't want to break this moment yet. Thls
moment of being home, of feeling like she never left. Thls moment
where she could believe she was young again and about to go in
for breakfast after morning chores.
Ignoring the barrage of memories that CaIDewith every
glance at her surroundings, she slowly made her way up the
sidewalk, stopping halfway to the door where her four-year-old
handprints remained imprinted. She reached down and placed her
hand on top, noticing how much longer her finger were now, how
much wider her palm was. A lot had changed since those carefree
days when all she had to do was dig into her imagination and pull
out a new life, a new identity. She wished it was as simple as that
now.
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She walked the rest of the way up the sidewalk, climbed the
steps-one, two, three, four-placing both feet on the same step before
continuing to the next, gripping the railing as she went. Another four
steps to the front door, lift leaden arm and knock.
Her mom opened the door, instinctively smiling before
realizing who it was. For a while they simply stared at each other, one
taking in the changes in her mom's appearance, the other convincing
herself that her daughter was realiy standing on her doorstep. Then
there was a fiurry of movement and she was squeezed in her mom's
arms, laughing, crying, fighting to breathe.
The screaming and laughter brought her dad as far as the
kitchen door, where he stood, dumbfounded. Looking up, she saw his
smile and the silent tears that streamed down his face.
She was home.
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What If ...
by Ian Dudley
I looked over at her, and she looked over at me. Our eyes met
somewhere in the middle and I knew we were thinking the same thing.
"What if..."hung in the air and yet neither one of us was compelled to
utter It. More silence and yet not silence for the panic in my own mind.
I felt like I was going to be overwhelmed, drowned by the tide of that
dangerous stupid question. "What if..." reverberated off of the walls of
my skull and echoed into the recesses of my brain, spinning around
from my frontal lobe to my cerebellum and back. With the question as it
was, what can one even say for comfort?
I knew I should say something; she after all was the one that
needed more comfort than I. Her plight was a mark of shame yet mine
would be something the guys would slap me on the back for in the locker
room. I knew that whatever I said to her would sound trite and cliche,
yet I knew I should say something, and so I did.
"It's going to be ok," I muttered just loud enough for her to
hear. I could tell she didn't believe me - I didn't either. The illusion of
outward silence cloaked us once again. To the casual observer we were
a picture of tranquility; but if one happened to look closer the tension
would be blatant. Taught fingers resting on strained thigh muscles
caused the blue denlm to dimple at the fingerttps. There were wrinkles
at the corners of our mouths in an effort to maintain tJeeguise of
placidity. Our postures were too perfect, neither of us touching the
backs of our chairs. I felt exhausted from waiting, from doing nothing
and being powerless to do so.
And then she said it, and I became terrified if I wasn't already.
"Maybe 'what If isn't the question we should be asking. It
seems a little late for that now." I wasn't sure how to respond, the
magnitude of what she was saying built like a boulder rolling down the
side of a mountain.
So I just said, "Oh,"and let it hang in the alr alone save for the
drumming of my heart. Her words were an execution of sorts; I suppose
it was fitting that I would have drums to walk me to the block. I tried to
pretend she hadn't said anything and that I hadn't responded. I looked
up at the small room we had both been ushered to with the sterile
white walls and the little pictures that could scarcely be called works
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of art. They looked to be printed by the thousand, and then sent off
to every waiting room in the country to make the occupants feel even
less connected to humanity and even more like objects in any other
generalized waiting room.
"Well,"she said, startling me from my reflection on the lack of
creative wall decor.
"I don't know," the words spilled out before 1could stop them.
"Maybe this isn't a bad thing," she replied looking down.
1knew how hard it must have been for her to say those words;
1knew how much she was struggling with this, and yet all 1could
think of was myself- my own wants and desires not to be tied down
to anything, to live without the responsibillty of another or even two
others.
The door opened before 1could reply, before 1 could make
myself known as the selfish bastard 1was.
The doctor walked in, and said "Kara, can you come with me
please, we are ready with your results".
Kara got up without looking at me and went to the door. 1
watched her disappear behind it and 1knew that lance again should
have said something. Even false words of encouragement would have
been a welcome relief to the lie that was silence.
1was left alone in the room, alone with the pictures that
weren't art, and the walls that were too sterile. But maybe she was
right; maybe this was a good thing. And even with that deadly "what if"
hanging over my head, 1 began to feel a little better.
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jrd place Fiction
Take Good Care of My Baby
by Josh Doorenbos
It just seemed natural that he walk in on this particular
evening. Rob had a half-smoked cigarette, half a day of infuriating work
behind him, half the world on his shit list, and enough alcohol in his
system to be half-to-fuliy-cocked and ready to start something. That
something was going to be with the six-foot, smooth-cheeked, slightly-
grinning baby of a man who entered the bar behind a couple of similarly
clean-cut friends. Rob grinned. He knew that face.
"Excuse me, sir," Rob rubbed his black chin-scruff, "could you
send a round of shots over there?"
"Sure." The barkeep rubbed his hands on his apron and poured
the shots.
"Don't tell them who they're from," Rob whispered.
"No problem." With a swift movement he was off to the table.
He was wearing the same red sweatshirt Rob saw him in three
months ago at the supermarket. She was with him, picking out oranges.
Rob made brief eye contact with her over a cucumber stand, Her eyes
begged for sllence, for distance. Rob's offered only a temporary truce-
taking great offense at being brushed off, as if she owed him nothing!
Many nights since, Rob had reconstructed the situation,
replacing the gourds behind him and her before him. He would set the
stage, say "action," and recite his part. (
"Hello, Sandra. II
"Rob."
"How have you been?"
"I'm fine. You?"
"I'm doing well. Not as well as I could be--"
"-Have you met Brandon?" She would undoubtedly interrupt.
"Nice to meet you, Brandon." Rob had experimented with
names. Brandon felt like a right name for him-a generic, tidy, upstanding
name, Rob knew a guy in high school named Brandon-a real asshole.
"I'm sure you've heard a lot about me; don't believe a word of itl" This
sounded like a good way to open up the conversation.
"Actually I don't think your name has come up."
This is as far as Rob could ever script, for at this point he
----
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would always find a gourd in hand to smash into the side of Brandon's
face. Rob experimented with the scenery, placing the conversation in the
meat department or perhaps near the cabbages, but all that changed was
the weapon. He couldn't sooth his imaginary self into a place where he
could find some real information. In the end, all Rob really had to work
with was a working-title for his enemy and an impressive arsenal of
uncooked, blunt weapons.
The two friends made for an interesting obstacle. Even lf Rob
could get them thoroughiy intoxicated, there's something to be said about
manpower. Rob could conceivably wait in the bathroom and take them
out one at a time. That would spread out the victims and cause suspicion.
Terrible plan. Perhaps lf he made it swift he could come at Brandon
with a bottle and get him before they even react. This idea ended in a
thorough thrashing and jail-time. If Robwasn't going to make the cool
Vin Diesel exit, it wasn't worth doing.
The thought occurred to Rob that he was being far too
dramatic: a simple kill would work just as well. While they were drinking,
Rob could slip out and buy a gun from down the street, sneak back, and
take him out from the window. Rob decided this way to be best and stood
up to follow through. Rob had to be quite intentional about keeping his
legs beneath him. This shakiness ruled out the gun option-that much
was true. Not wanting to have his sanity (or sobriety) questioned, Rob
made his way carefully to the bathroom.
Finding the bathroom deserted, Rob allowed himself to stumble.
Aiming carefully for the urinal cake near the drain, Rob broke the seal
and slowly drained his first couple drinks. Soon he was joined. The short
brown hair and drooping shoulders gave it away: it was Brandon. Rob
had to think quickly.
Brandon stood in the stall two over from Rob.
"Hey.' Rob shocked himself by breaking the first rule of
bathroom etiquette. There are some places where conversation with a
new person should happen. This place is not the urinal.
"Hello,' was the shocking response. His voice was less thin and
scared than Rob expectsd. It was strangely plain. Were this truly Rob's
first interaction with Brandon, it would be hardly worth noting; it was a
human voice and that was all.
"How's it going?' He tried not to stray too far from the
impersonal.
"Great!' He smiled and tilted his head back.
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Rob searched Brandon's face. "Great, eh?"
With that Brandon turned his head towards him. There was
slight grin on his face. Rob hated that smile, but returned it knowing he
could always remove it.
"I'm getting married tomorrow."
Rob's arms felt suddenly heavy. He looked back to the drain and
lifted his heavy hand to the handle to flush.
"How's that feel?" Rob zipped up his pants and turned to wash
his hands.
"I don't know, hard to explain." Brandon looked down at the
steady stream and, Rob assumed, smiled steadily.
"How'd you meet the lucky girl?" Rob felt a fire growing behind
his eyes. He splashed some of the water onto his face. Soon, he assured
himself.
"Ohwow." Brandon turned around and began to wash his
hands. Rob's arm rested on the counter to listen to the story, "I don't
know. It's a dumb story." Brandon scrubbed his hands and grinned. "I
deliver pizzas-I go to school and need cash for this and that, you know."
A delivery boy? She left me for a delivery boy? Rob tried to pick a mfljor
for Brandon: probably English or Art or some other professional fry cook
major. She deserves better than this. Rob clenched his fists.
"Well,I was delivering a large to an apartment just off campus.
The door opened and she was-," he hesitated, "-her eyes were-were
red. And her eyeliner was kind of all over." Brandon uyd his hands to
dsmonstrate the area where her eyeliner had run on her cheeks.
Rob's right arm fslllhnp at his side. He wanted to stop Brandon,
to rip off that tiny little mouth, but he couldn't lift his arm.
"She was dating this, I don't know..."
"ABshole?"Rob offered.
"Ha. I don't know," He looked at the drain. "I guess I don't know
the guy, but she thought so. She had just got back from his place and she
was wearing this amazing dress."
Rob knew the dress well. The slick velvet biue dress that
cascaded over her chest, drizzled gently down her waist, dripping over
her hips-hips he knew well-and splashed down at her toes. The "Hey
you, I want you to love me" dress; the "It's been two years and I want
to celebrate" dress. She would wear it to meet the black shorts and red
t-shirt. The "Weshould talk about things" shirt; the "I don't know how
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to say this' shirt; the "Hey, you remember your friend AJny?' shirt.
She wore perfume that smelt of roses. Robhoped to Godthat Brandon
wouldn't describe her face, the sound of her breathing, the red lipstick
she had on, or the stilettos she wore to avoid sinking into the floor. He
knew he couldn't take that.
"I asked her if she was alright. I don't know, it's not that great
of a story. I just couldn't take the look in her eyes,' Those hazel discs,
the hinging black that thinned when she felt betrayed. "I didn't make
her pay." Brandon laughed. "I'm such a moron! Ofall I could have done, a
free pizza is all 1 could-" Brandon wasn't a Communications major, that
much was sure.
"I'm sure it's what she needed." Rob felt his stomach turn and
he began to dry heave over the sink.
"Woah!Easy there, buddy!" Brandon got a paper towel to dry
his hands. "I think you should probably head home.'
"Yeah.1really should." Robmuttered into his hands.
"Sleep it off, bud.' Brandon turned toward the door. Rob ahnost
let him leave, but he couldn't. Rob needed to know one thing. He grabbed
Brandon by the arm and spun him around.
"What's your name?' Rob clenched the fist that was at his side.
"Robert. You?"
Rob's arm went numb. His fist opened involuntarily.
"1-" In a swirl of alcohol and confusion, Rob's legs falled him
and he toppled onto his side.
"Woah,buddy!" Brandon, or Robert, tried to catch him but
missed. Rob's head connected solidiy against the floor and he felt water
pooling up around his skull.
"Ohmy God.' Brandon opened the door and yelied, "Can
somebody call for an ambulance?' Rob couldn't think of this person as
anyone other than Brandon. He spent so many weeks thinking of him in
terms of an enemy named Brandon: the thief. Robert the counselor, the
savior-it was too much to comprehend in Rob's stupor.
Rob felt delirium creep into the gash in his head. Bodies
towered over him, casting shadows that flitted across his eyelids and
onto the linoleum floor. Voices, some hushed, some frantic, crashed upon
his ears. Two hands lifting him up: angels carrying him to judgment.
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"Last wordsl' Rob thought. "I must have some. They're taking
me home. I need to leave something. For them. For her.'
"Brandon,' Rob said to the air. "Take-take care ...of...'
"He might be going into shock, get him an IV,' the voice beside
his ear said, as the world faded to black.
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2nd Place Fiction
Last Chance
by Laura Erickso
"Yes?' I leaned over the frail ftve-foot zero woman lying in her
bed and pulled up the button to turn off her cail-light.
"Oh, I'm glad you're here. Could you help me to the bathroom?'
"Sure ....' I'd helped Margret numerous times in the two years
she'd been living at St. John's. She wasn't hard to care for. She weighed
about ninety pounds. She didn't have any extra weight on her; if she wa,
to get sick and couldn't eat, I'm sure she would die. She stayed in bed
most of the time, only getting up for meals, which she took in her room,
and to use the bathroom. She wasn't fussy about her looks. Her hair was
the traditional old-woman style: short and curly, but she had natural
brown hair still at the age of ninety-seven. It was usually flat in the bacs
when she got up from her bed, but she never cared. If I tried to Jlx it, shl
always said it didn't matter. She didn't bother with make-up or perfumes
either.
Carefully she pulled her tiny feet out from under the covers
and put them on the floor.We're supposed to make sure residents are
wearing their shoes when they stand or walk, but I trusted Margret. She
had never fallen before and didn't need help standing up. I just guided
her hips into the wheelchair so she wouldn't end up on the floor.
Releasing the wheelchair breaks, I carefully turned the
wheelchair toward the bathroom. When we got there, Margret stood up
on her own, holding onto the steel bars mounted on the wails while I
pulled down her underwear.
"I won't be long.'
"Okay. I'll wait in the room. Just tell me when you're ready.'
I stepped into the bedroom to give her some privacy.
I never thought that I'd be the one needing the privacy or livinl
in the nursing home. That someone would be helping me, helping the old
person, instead of me helping them,
"Are you sure I can't live with you or Drew? Or maybe I can
live in the nursing home in Alexandria to be near you.'
"Wealready discussed this Mom.Your friends are here. And
both Drew and I are reaily busy with work and our families. Wejust can"
have you live with us.'
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I already knew that. Drew worked as a high-powered attorney
in St. Cloud and rarely had time for his wife and two daughters, much
less his mother. And Diana was an elementary teacher and had four of
her own children.
'I love you Mom.We'll come down and see how you're doing
next weekend." Diana leaned over and kissed me on the cheek.
'Bye sweetie. Drive safe."
And there I was alone. Well, almost. Sarah was sleeping in her
recliner across the room from me. I was placed in a room with Sarah
Humburg, whom I attended elementary and high school with.
Sarah was a perfect picture of what most of my generation was.
She'd had fun when she was young. She didn't keep the same boyfriend
for long, attended parties on the weekends, and had a reputation for
being loose. I heard the boys in high school talking about how easy she
was one day. Right after high school she got pregnant, had her baby, and
llved in the basement of her parents until she started dating a man and
finally moved in with him. She loved him she said, and I think he loved
her too, but they never got married.
She went along with the trends too. She got her nose pierced
when she was fourteen. It's still pierced. And she has five pierclngs in
one ear and four in the other. A while ago I happened to see her lower
right stomach where she got a tattoo. I guess it was a fairy, but I had to
ask what it was because it had been stretched out by weight gain and
pregnancies. It looked more like a miniature of Java the Hut. Her skin
was leathery and wrinkly from the years of tannlngfhe'd done too. And
she never gave up wearing thong underwear. Wearing 'granny panties"
wasn't cool-God forbid that she not be cool when she is seventy-five,
llving in the nursing home, and can't even take herself to the bathroom.
But now I ignore Sarah. I tried to be friendly when I moved
in, but she was never really interested in talking. Weweren't part of
the same group when we were in school sixty years ago. She was in the
popular crowd. They went to parties, played sports, and most of them
didn't care about their grades. They never talked to people outside their
clique either. I was part of the academic group. Weall got good grades,
weren't good at sports, and all of us were either in band or choir. We
weren't losers in the sense that we got bad grades and did drugs, but in
the sense that we didn't follow all of the trsnds and we weren't good at
what everybody in our town valued: sports. Anyway, I don't think Sarah
ever matured past the old high school oltques. She also never learned
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to have real conversations. She always had her iPod, radio, or TVgoing
and was incapable of committing all, or even half, of her attention to the
person talking. Even when her family came to visit she stared at the TV
or had one ear bud of her iPod stuck in her ear while they tried to have a
conversation. And we contrasted in the kinds of things we liked too.
I liked nice things. They didn't have to be expensive, but none
of this plastic crap from Wal-Mart. In the nursing home we didn't have
anything to do with nice things. In the mornings and afternoons the
Therapeutic Recreation Department tried to provide activities for us so
we wouldn't get bored. Sometimes they showed documentaries that were
as boring as watching the grass grow. Or sometimes we make crafts.
Oncewe painted coloring book pictures with acrylic paints. All of the
lines were bold and black so it was hard to not color in the lines. And
the TRhelpers walked around and guided people's paintbrushes and gave
them color suggestions, but everybody's pictures ended up looking like a
second grade art project with paint overflowing the lines and awful color
choices. And what am I going to do with a picture like that? Give it to my
kids to hang on their refrigerators? That's not nice enough to hang up on
my wall.
The company at the activities wasn't wonderful either, Half
of the people at my table had lost their minds and were oniy present
physically. Amanda usually sat in her wheelchair, eyes glazed over,
and unresponsive to anyone. And all she ever said was, "God,Justin
Timberlake is hot." And the other half of my table always talked about
"way back when" and all the fun, and stupid, things they did. Those were
the days. "Oh!I remember when we went to toilet paper the football
players' houses the night before homecoming. Wewere out at Cody's and
I was saran wrapping his car when the girls outside started screaming.
Some of the guys had waited for us at Cody's and shot palntballs at us
and the cars we drove. Wewent screaming to our cars and drove into
town and stopped at Kwik Trip to use the bathroom. I ran a stop light on
the way into town. Hahaha! That was so great.. .."
I didn't have very much room for my nice things from my home
either, I had half of a room at St. John's. And there was.only space for
my bed, night stand, and recliner. No room for my shiny black grand
piano, or books, or fancy dishes. I couldn't have my beautiful rug on the
floor because it was falling hazard. And there was no room to host my
family if they came to visit.
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None the less, lifs settled into a usual routine. The girls came
and got me up at 5:45 am every morning, except on my bath days when
they came any time between 5:30 am and 10:45 am. But on normal days,
I had my face washed and clothes on by 6:15 am, and then fell asleep
in my chalr until 7:00 am when they took me to breakfast. I didn't like
getting up that early, and I told the girls that, but I don't think they were
listening, or else they didn't care. After breakfast I laid down for a nap
for a couple of hours. Then almost the same thing repeated: meal, nap,
meal, bed.
But I did find some joys, the biggest being Kienna. Klenna was
a nursing assistant who'd worked at St. John's for two years. She's
graduating next month, and then she is going to college to major in
English. She works most week days, and when she comes in at four
o'clock after school, she always comes to my room and telle me the
highlighte from her day. Sometimes it's that she got an "A"on her A.P.
Biology test, or that Jeremy, the boy she has a crush on, smiled at her
in the hallway between choir and Spanish class. It reminds me of when I
was young.
Whenever Klenna puts me to bed, she shows me the utmost
kindness. She never rushes me to brush my teeth faster, or to hurry
up and have a bowel movement so she can help the next person. She
waits for me and she is always gentle. When she pulls on my clothes on
she never ripe them like some of the other girls, and she makes sure
they look nice. Klenna is very careful about making i'Y hair behave too.
And every time she gets me ready for bed, she washes my glasses. If
it weren't for her, I don't think I'd be able to see anything just because
my glasses were so dirty. And Klenna always makes conversation while
we're in the bathroom.
"Did you know that prom's this weekend?"
"Yes, I remember you telling me that. Who are you going with
agaln?" I remembered who she was going with, but I knew she was
excited about prom, and I wanted her to tell me all about it again.
"Jeremy! I'm so excited. I didn't think he really even noticed
me, but one day he just sat down next to me in biology and asked if I had
a datel"
She held out a warm washcloth to wash my face with. I took it
and sighed at its wonderful warmth.
"And our clothes match perfectlyl My dress Is black with pink
flowers flowing down the left side and there's a big pink pleat on that
side too. And Jeremy is wearing all black with a pink vest. I think the
pink matches exactly."
I remembered Margret again, back when I was helping her.
"Jennie, I'm done."
"Uh, okay." I stepped back into the bathroom where Margret
was pulling herself up. "Are you going back to bed?" I hated having to
chart her every move, We always had to record when people used the
bathroom, if they had a bowel movement, and where they were going to
be for the next two hours before we bothered them again.
"Yes. Is the nurse coming with my pills? I think I need some
Miralax tonight."
"I'm sure she is, but I'll check when I'm done here and I'll be
sure to tell her that you need soms Miralax."
"Okay." Ail Margret slipped back into bed and I pulled ths covers
over her and adjusted the pillow, Margret signed. "Youknow, I'm really
glad you're here to take care of me. You nsver rush me, you are always
kind and gentle, and you remind me a lot of me when I was your age."
"Ah...thanks."
"Don't forget about me whsn you go to college,"
"I won't. If I have time, maybe I'll write you a letter too. I'll go
tell the nurse now that you're ready for your pills and that you want
some Miralax."
"Willyou be here tomorrow?"
"Yep, four to ten. Goodnlght Margret!"
"Goodnlght!"
That was the last time I saw Margret.
1st place Fichon
Belay
by Josh Doorenbos
"I don't want to jump," 1 said. "I want down."
She told me not to think about It, just jump. The rope will catch
me and 1will glide along that long, strong cable until the people with the
ladder come to get me down. 1just need to let go and slide off the tower.
"I don't want to," 1 said. "I'm getting down."
A gap formed between ue that day, her eyes died toward me.
Wewere in the young and passionate stage that defines lives, and ours
would separate that summer.
Years later 1would find her lying between white, sterile sheets,
staring at the ceiling with her body turning against Itself, her veins
passing bad blood throughout her body.
"I don't want to jump," she sald.
I tried to tell her It was just a shell, to tell her that heaven
waited on the other side.
"And the rope will catch me, 1know," she said. "But 1 don't want
to jump."
When 1walked in, she wouldn't look at me. The room was quiet.
Atop the sheets lay her hands with needles jammed into them. The air
was largely undisturbed. When 1walked in, she stared at !I!Y shoes-
holey, ratty, former running shoes, torn jeans hanging ove~ the tongue.
She rumpled the bed sheets in her fingers, her arms bruised
from all of the tests and shots; her glance shot to a nurse standing
beside her and then back to the shoee. The nurse understood and, With
her head down, dodged out of the room.
Hooked up to machines and bags, she looked more pathetic than
she ever had.
"I never thought it was rlght for the body to rebel against
itself," she whispered, for the first time making eye contact. "What's
made one should stay one." Her eyes drifted back to my shoes. "It
doesn't make sense." She always had those romantic ideas and words.
1 agreed, 1didn't think that bodies that once scaled walle should
be allowed to age and be tied down to machines.
She stared hard at those shoes.
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It was hard to imagine how seven summers ago that same
woman was belaying me for the first time up the wall. The camp where
we met had a high ropes course. It was a basic one: just a thirty foot
wall, three high ropes elements, and-a zip line. 1was the pansy who had
to be convinced to climb the wall the first time. She was up as soon as
she knew it was there. She kept the ropes tight, assuring me that 1was
doing fine, to just step with my left foot, reach with my hand just a little
bit, just a tiny bit to the left. Good!Got it! Almost there!
She'd tell me she knew 1could do it, and I think she believed it.
1 spent a lot of time at the top of that wall after that. My
summer job involved a lot of standing at the top, looking down at her as
she yanked kids half the way up herself. She'd smile that goofy smile up
at me, jerking the rope down, leaning back to rest her arms a little.
Nowthe ropes are holding her. The same body that used to hang
from the top ofwalls-those tough arms that held many an overweight
adolescent-now lay emaciated, barely able to lift tbemselves.
She looked tired.
"I feel tired," she responded, deadpan, like it's a statement and
not a response.
I asked about her son.
"He's wild. Always out playing basketball or football or climbing
trees. "
1grinned at the climbing comment, and suggest that maybe we
could strap him up sometime.
She didn't respond; she stared a new hole through my shoes,
her eyes showing nothing. She used to teli me so much with her eyes.
Like the time she almost convinced me to go down the zip line. I'd
sent hundreds of kids off that zip line, so I decided to do it myself. I'd
rappelled, done all the high ropes elements, climbed the wall hundreds
of times-but the zip line beat me. It was the permanence of it, the all-
or-nothingness of it. I couldn't control my descent or stop myself lf
something went wrong. 1had to just jump in and-
"I don't want to jump," I said. "I want down."
She told me not to think about it, just jump. The rope will catch
me and 1will glide along that long, strong cable untli the people with the
ladder come to get me down. I just need to let go and slide off the tower.
"I don't want to," 1 said. "I'm getting down."
Her eyes narrowed.
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"I just don't want to do it."
"What do you mean?" They opened, slowly, wide, into terror.
"I just don't want to."
"But you have to, you're here. We're here-"
"-I'm going down,"
Her eyes begged me to reconsider. She couldn't let me just
leave ...
"I don't want to do it. I'm going down."
She pleaded with her eyes: just do it, please. But Icouldn't. I
had to be in control, and this was too unprediotable for me. Irappelled
down, leaving her at the top. Alone.
"Hey," she looked me in the eyes. "I need you to do something
for me."
"Yeah?"
She looked at my shoes. She used to tease me so muoh about
those shoes. I wore old ratty tennis shoes even then. I'd buy a pair of
running shoes every summer and my old shoes would become my day-
to-day shoes. She would tease me as I went up the wall, joking that my
shoes would break right off. "Get some real climbing shoes, you won't
regret it!" But I never got them beoause they oost too much. One of the
three things I'd never let her oonvlnoe me of.
"I don't have a husband, you know; my parents won't talk
to me since Christopher was born." She looked at my;hoes, this time
briefly, before making eye contact again. "Christopher needs a home and
someone to take care of his money-they won't let me will the money
direotly to him but it's his money, no one else deserves that money."
"Calm down," I told her, "it's fine. What do you want me to do?"
She looked at my shoes.
Wewent up to the top of the tower one night, using orab olaws,
whioh were new that summer. Together we orab-olawed into the ropes
and to eaoh other and watohed the stars. She told me how she had done
this every night that summer, how she felt closer to them when she was
up there. She told me about her family, her dad, the bruises she oame
to the camp with that summer, and how when she was up here she felt
like all of those ground problems oouldn't reach her. I asked her if it was
better having someone else with her. She smiled, and pressed her face
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into my chest, and then looked into my eyes. When our lips finally met
halfway, the tower seemed to disappear, like the only thing keeping us
from fioating out into the MilkyWaywere those crab claws.
"I don't know," I said, finally sitting down, etill wearing my
coat, like I was hoping I wouldn't be there long. "I only came here
because I heard you were sick. You don't want me taking care of any part
of your will." I trIed to fight the lump in my throat to emphasize, "You
don't want me caring for your kid."
"Don't you think," she asked, "you're the only one who really
can?"
I wore blue shoes that summer, now I prefer greens or blacks-
ever since she asked me the third thing, while we lay there staring up
from her bunk at the ceiling. I couldn't respond, I couldn't answer.
"What?" She asked.
"I don't know. It's just hard to say. It's all so sudden, and ... are
you sure?"
"I'm positive." She looked down at my shoes, the ones she
teased, the ones I had left under the bed with my socks and jeans. "Don't
you want to?"
"I don't know." I sat up and swung my legs over the edge and
began to slide my jeans back on. "I guess I'll have to think about it."
"Where are you going?" She grabbed my arm, those eyes seizing
mine.
"Smoke."
I asked her how the treatments were going.
"I'mtired," she answered succinctly.
"I'm sure you'll feel stronger soon."
She rubbed the palm of her hand. I reached down and hold her
left one, fingers interlaced, naturally, like they'd never separated, The
amazing thing about camp relationships is the way they seem to pick up
right where they left off, even a month, a year, seven years later. It was
weird, the softness of her paims-where the ropes used to rub against
her naked hand; she never used gloves. She felt like they disconnected
her from the wall, from the climber. Her hands would aiways have that
rough, calloused feel to them. My hands were as soft as they ever were, I
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always used the gloves, Well, almost always,
"Something that is one, should stay one," she muttered, her
eyes barely able to stay open, "It's not right."
"You're strong, though; you can hold together," I tried to
convince her,
"I haven't been whole for a long tlma-" she released my hand,
not abruptly, but as if she didn't have the strength to hold it anymore,
I had been thinking about it for sometime-the thing she asked
me-and as I looked over the edge of the wall at the ground, the green
grass, the patches of dirt around the trees where the camp truck had
torn up the lawn while carrying a fridge or a bunk somewhere, I thought
about it again.
"I'm going down," I told her, "I don't want to do it. I'm getting
down."
Her eyes died towards me that day.
"I think I'm going to sleep," her hoarse voice whispered.
"Okay." I gently squeezed her hand. "Be strong."
"I can't make any promises." Her eyes were filled with vein-y
bloody lines, her baggy eyes drooped.
"I can," I whispered, my face coming close to hers. "I'm gonna
go get me some climbing shoes, then maybe next time I'll beat you up the
walL" f
"Whatever," she muscled her arm up to rest on my belly, the
belly that had grown a bit in seven years at a desk, "fatty." Her weak
mouth smiled, I chuckled through the film forming in my eyes, distorting
her face so she looks almost the same as she did on the top of the tower,
telling me her names for all of the stars we saw. A teardrop fell off my
chin onto her forehead, which rolled down onto her cheek, mingling with
her own. A second landed on her right hand which draped over her chest.
I finally wiped my face after a third landed on her upper lip.
I kissed her forehead, lightly brushing her face. It wasn't
fair, how gently I had to touch this thing of glass, this woman who was
always stronger than I-because she had to be.
I had almost gotten out the door when she interrupted me.
"Hey," she said. I turned back and saw those same eyes that
begged me not to get off the tower. "I don't want to jump," she sald.
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"It's fine. The rope will catch you." 1looked down at my feet,
then at her hands. "Godwill be there on the other slde."
"But I don't want to."
But that was always the difference between us. Even when she
was too afraid, she'd still jump. She did what she had to. I was the one
who always ran. Now it was my turn to jump.
"Goget Chris for me, please," she asked. "I want to see him."
"Hey Chris, whatcha doin'?"
"Playing," he aimed a stIck, looking for the enemy that was
undoubtedly also looking for him.
"Where's the enemy?" I asked.
"Allover the ground. We're surrounded."
"Oh we are, are we?"
"Yeah."
"WellI think your mom wants to see you in there."
"Gh.1!
"I mean, unless you're afraid the enemy will get you," 1
whispered. "Maybe 1 could lay down some suppressive fire for ya?"
His eyes swept the battlefield. "No, I think my team's got it
pretty well under control."
"Ohgood!" I reached my hands up. "We'dbetter hurry before
they see you!"
"Right." He let me help him down and then we furtIvely made
our way to the front door of the hospital.
Once inside he assured me that the coast was clear; we'd be
safe as long as we stuck together. 1 agreed.
His tiny hand reached up and grabbed onto mine the way
nearly-seven-year-old hands will naively reach out to trust whoever will
reach back. His tree-climbing hands were rough and calloused.
1 looked down at his feet. His shoes were old, worn, holey.
Blue.
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Nonfiction Section
A Ghost of a Past
by Anna Bartlett
"Doyou remember ... Oh, never mind." I have heard variations ofthis
sentence more times than I can ... remember. The people who know me
best understand something very distinctive about me. In high school
my close friends often started these questions directed at me, caught
themselves, and then turned to person next to me and continued their
sentence. They already knew the answer. No, I don't remember.
Everyone'e memory is arbitrary-a memory can zip in and out of focus
or disappear within seconds of being grasped. Like the game Whomp
'Em. Up pops a prairie dog, you swing as quick as you can. Sometimes
you get him, sometimes you don't. My memory chose to be unique.
Like a fortress it stands obstinately resolute when confronted with a
battering ram. Or perhaps rather it is like a carefree country girl who
has let her hair down; it cackles with delight as it spins and twirls in the
breeze and dodges any attempts at capture.
During break this fali I realized I had no recollection of what I had done
during last year'e fail break. I asked my mom and she listed off details
and events from our mother-daughter trip. Nothing sounded familiar.
What followed was a very odd feeling. I felt surreal. I felt a momentary
disconnect from myself, as if my psyche were sepat«lte from soul. I
felt a sense of awe at my capacity to forget. But even the frustration
I expected to experience did not appear. That's how far removed I am
from my memories.
Trying to remember turns my mind into a butterfly, flitting around in
dizzying circles, refusing to land anywhere in particular- Saving a turtle
from small town traffic, surprising its lazy traipse across the street.
Pulling the seeds out of the babysitter's fiowers and collecting them in
orange newspaper sacks. Sneaking over to the neighbor girl's house
to jump on the trampoline I was forbidden to play on. Watching the
frozen trees whizzing by on the long, dreary drive to Michigan with the
chili from the window seeping into my forehead. Standing on top of the
world, feeling as insignificant as a scrap of yarn but as free as an eagle.
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Watching the sunset with my sister at a lonely dead end on a brisk
winter evening.
Each of these could be a story. But I don't remember. Not enough. My
mind generously gave me brief snapshots and then loaned me the words
to describe them.
I heard once that something affects memory. Something that set off a
light bulb, that made me think, that's why I have bad memory. But I
don't remember what it was.
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Dad, did you read this?
by Renee Nyhof
ABthe rain slapped the glass windowpane next to his hospital
bed, one Orange City farmer knew that more than rain was going to
dampen his harvest progress.
Frank Noteboom needed to harvest nearly 500 acres. But, the
head-on collision near Ireton in September left him with a broken pelvis,
wrist, and leg as well as breaking both ankles and five ribs, And, the
accident also left him with a fractured back and jaw, bruised lungs and a
swollen chest after being punched by his air bag. Harvesting was just not
going to be possible.
Or, so he thought.
While Frank remained at Mercy Medical Center in Sioux City,
phone calls poured into his family's home: neighbors wanted to know
how they could help the family according to Frank's daughter, Julie Roos.
And, according to Lori Ewoldt at the Midwest Farmer's Coop
in Orange City, Harlan Van Roekel and Roger Dolman knew exactly what
they could do to help Frank: they were going to harvest Frank's crops.
"Frank is an excellent guy," said Ewoldt. "He was always here
[at Coopl for coffee. After he was injured, we had many people coming
in every day asking how they could help. Members of the Coop thought
those two men had a good idea, so we hung a sign-up sheet for those who
wanted to help Frank, and farmers started respondiI!'g."
Helping one's neighbor is not a new idea because, as Ewoldt
recalled, "back in the day" helping farmers harvest their crops in these
situations was just the thing people did.
"Wehope this is something that will help ease Frank's mind
knowing that people will take care of his crops," said Ewoldt. "This way
he can just focus on getting better; it's the least we can do for Frank."
Resting is exactly what Frank is doing according to his son,
Mike Noteboom.
"The whole family has realized what a blessing It Is to live in
this community," said Mike, "It's hard to know how to say thanks to
everyone, but we're very thankfully, especially my dad, for everyone's
help."
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Frank currently remains at Mercy Medical Center in Sioux City
as he continues in the recovery process.
Dad, did you read this?
It's not like I'm counting the 381 articles with my name on
them that you've never mentioned like "Senator Grassley visits Orange
City," "Update on the Phoenix project," "Joe takes on 00 appliances."
Didn't you not see them? They were even on the front page!
Yet, after four years of college, you still ask me why I write
rather than help you on the farm. Just as I have told you before, it's not
because writing is cleaner than milking cows.
Dad, my answer is in front of you every Wednesday when mom
brings you the paper. (Check out the DNRarticle and the 14-year-old
boywho flies a plane on page 3). I write because I want to, because it's
interesting, because I know you like to stay informed. (See the feature
on Jess VanWyk,who served in Iraq on page 5). I don't know any other
way to make my writing seem important to you. (For the answer to: Is
HINI a threat? see page 2!)
Yes, I know nobody else in our famfiy likes to write; I did, at
least, retain the "jean" that can't spell. But, after nearly four years of
interviewing, writing, editing and rewriting articles for that weekly
paper you can't live without, I hope you can see the dedication I have
to my writing; I hope it's the same dedication that you have taught me
through your 25 years of farming and marriage to mom. I know that is
something you can understand.
So, dad, stop asking me why I write because I will only ask in
return, "Didyou read tWs? Didyou read my article?"
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Dancing
by Elise Wolthuizen
"Oh mother ... it's so. , . terrible!" I choked out my words
between sobs.
My body was flung carelessly on the unmade bed and my
tear-stained face was buried deep in my down-pillow. My mother had
answered my earlier cries for her needed presence and now sat next to
me on the bed; her hands were neatly folded in her lap. She never was
one for physical comfort.
"Did something happen today? What is it?" she questioned
softly. She posed patience, but I knew her mind was on the boiling
potatoes downstairs.
I gave no reply, save the sobs of my sorrow, My mother shifted
her position and took a breath of impatience. I cried harder. My day had
been terrible, nothing had gone right, and to add insult upon misery, I
was being trumped by potatoes.
I reached for a tissue and blew into it. One wasn't enough. I
grabbed another.
"Elise, if you want me to listen, 1 am here; but 1have things to
do downstairs."
1knew that her threat to leave was serious so 1 caught my
breath and sniffed. Before 1 tried speaking 1 cleared my throat. 1hate
speaking with that mucus clogged voice 1get when Ill>'e been crying.
"Just everything, Mom. My day was just plain terrible. School is
so demanding and so are the people there." 1 sniff some more and decide
that it would just be best to blow again. 1 placed the used Kleenex on the
ever-growing white mound on my night stand. "I am so tired mom. 1 am
just so tired .. , 1 can't handle school anymore. 1 am so sick of everyone.
Everyone is so stupid. And 1 tried to ask Tyler to the prom ... and he
kept running away, .. !"
1broke once again into a serious of sobs as 1 collapsed down
on the mattress. My body racked with my crying, and 1was failing to
maintain a stable breathing pattern. My mind was blacking out from my
exhausted emotional state.
"Running away?" my mother questioned. "What does running
awaymean?"
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"Well,every time I went up to hIm in the hallway, he kinda
darted around and took off in the other direction. He's sick of me, Mom
... I just know it. All though, I don't know why he is sick of me. It's not
like I talk to him all the time. Heck, I never talk to hIm. It's not me with
the problem! ... OhMom!"
I had wanted to ask Tyler, a sophomore, to my junior year of
prom for some tIme. I had eeen hIm staring at me for weeks and this
caught my eye. I mean, he was cute, funny, and always seemed to end up
sitting next to me at basketball games, where we would talk for hours. I
naively always wondered how he and I randomly ended up next to one
another.
Today was a Friday, and there was another basketball game
tonight, but I had to work. Which meant I sadly wouldn't be able to see
him there. I kept trying to talk myself into asking someone else or wait
for a boy to ask me. But No, I wasn't going to let a boy have the power. I
was going to ask who I wanted to go with before I was stuck leaving it to
fate.
It was at last Tuesday's game I decided to ask hIm for sure. He
had somehow once again found a seat near me on the bleachers and was
telling me about his interests ... or maybe it was his famlly ... it was
hard to keep track. He was such a big talker. Well, somehow the group
around us got on the subject of the upcoming winter formal. The dance
that was open to all grades, but the freshman and sophomores got more
of a kick out ofit. Us older classman had the prom. The winter formal
was kid stuff.
"Are you going to the formal, Tyler?" I asked with genuine
curiosity.
"When is it?" He never could remember when anything was. I
never knew if he just didn't pay attention, or if he honestly just couldn't
keep facts in his head.
"Twoweeks, silly." I teased. "So ... are you going? Are you
going to come with us as a group?"
"Well... I had wanted to ask a date." He mumbled the last part
whlle looking at the discarded popcorn in-between the bleacher seats.
"Oh, really? And who may that be?" I pried. "Maybe I could
help? Youknow, us girls have a way of indiscreetly putting in a good
word for a guy."
Fat chance, I thought. I am not about to help him snag another
girl when I've finally decided that he would be a great prom date.
Actually, I had decided that he would be a good guy to date in general,
and in my schooi, good dates were hard to find.
"I don't reaily want to say. I mean, if my mom or aunts found
out that a giri turned me down, they would tease me so bad. And I would
act all tough on the outside, but on the inside, I would be crying out in
pain."
I laughed, His eyes gave me this little pathetic look. I quit
laughing.
"Youhaven't even asked this girl. How do you know she will say
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no?"
"I don't want to take the chance."
"Okay,but let me know if I can help."
Now, three days later, I lie helpless on my bed. Mymom takes
a while proceesmg the situatIon. I know her mind reaily is on her boiling
supper downstairs and how she is probably going to have to clean boiled-
over potato water off her stove. I can tell she is trying to consider the
situation, but there is no dlsgulsing it, I am still trumped by a vegetable.
She inhales, ready to share her words of wisdom. "Well... you
know Elise .. ."
Beep-beep ... Beep-beep.
The text message alarm sounds from my phone at the bottom
of the stalrs. My tears stop and anger builds. I just know that it is my
boss asking me to come into work early. Jeremy. The name just sounds
like a short, squatty man who breathes heavy. Well,this squatty man was
always asking, no telling, me to come in early. Wellforget it, Buddy, not
today. Today is not the day to mess with me!
I throw my bunched up pillow on the bed and storm from my
room to the stairway. My mom follows me. She sees her means of escape
and fully intends to use it. Just as my searching hand connects with
the phone in my purse, my mother checks her potatoes. The boil is mUd.
I can tell she is relleved. I am glad your vegetables are okay, Mom, I
sarcastically jab in my mind.
With both hands I hold the phone as my eyes study the name.
--
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Tomy deepest surprise, it does not say Jeremy ... one new message
from Tyler. My tears are long forgotten. I can feel my heart physically
quicken in my chest. I smile, not because I don't have to come to work
early, but because it says Tyler. I am so excited for a while that I don't
even think to hit the read key.
Mymind eventually clears up enough that 1push the key down
and the message appears: "I am ready to tell you who 1wanted to ask to
the dance.'
"Yes ... ' is my only reply.
"Well,I wanted to ask you ... So wouid you go to the formal
with me , .. I mean if you want to that is ... Or if you don't have another
date. So ... yeah ... would you?"
His message makes me smile. What a squirmy kid he is. Cute.
"I would love to. And actually, 1was looking for you all day to
ask you to the prom. Wouldyou like to go as my date?' I felt a little silly
asking this. The moment was getting all too cheesy for my taste, but it
also seemed the best of any other.
"I am going to have to ask my parents ... but 1will try as hard
as I can to get them to say yes. '
I wait. It seems like forever. I watch the clock. The red digital
letters were starting to really annoy me. It took forever for them to
change, but at the same time, every minute that passed was a minute
that he wasn't answering. What? Did he change his mind?
Half an hour passed.
Beep-beep ... 1 didn't allow that alarm to reach it's second set.
"I would love to be your date! My parents said yes:)'
1 actually laugh out loud for joy and trip in the doorway on my
way to show my mom the wonderful message. I catch sight of my dad
talking to her whlle she mashes the potatoes, I stop and turn around. 1
don't feel like telling my nosey dad. He always finds a way to make things
less exciting, and 1 am not ready to give up my elation just yet.
I go back to the bottom of the stairs and sit on the hard carpet,
just staring at the message, smiling. Each time the screen goes black 1
press the middie key to reveal the words again. 1just sit and smile.
Beep-beep. , . Beep-beep. It's Jeremy.
"Can you come in an hour early today?'
Nothing kept me from just smiling.
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Lace of the Sky
by Liz Lawrensen
They met me at my house. I don't recall meeting them for a
specific reason. But our company included Missy, Jeffer and I. This was
the year when we were fourteen. If I remember correctly, fourteen was
a beautiful age to be. It was never threatening, yet always seemed like
an Invitation. The first large amount of snow had fallen; it was thick
and saturated. The sky fell In fiakes of dominating size. Some sort of
agreement must have been made between every crystal speck of White,
because the streetlights had trouble sending their brightness all the way
down to Hauptstrasse. These small, wet groups of frozen condensation
had made a collective decision to dim the general color of the air. As we
observed this through a window In my favorite room, we spoke of things
relating to cinnamon, and that Christmas sort of happiness seemed
to slip Into us. The sorts of trees in our view resembled pines, layered
delicately with white paint of sky. The frost was breathable through
the thin glass. The water-filled radiators separating us from the outside
coolness squealed their comforting, high-pitched moan. We laughed of
things that had happened at Chrysalls, our version of youth group which
was led by the seniors at Black Forest Academy. Wewere quite sure
they knew everything. Peter, Angela, Roy and Kelsey, who were known
as the artists, were always my favorites. Like psmtings, they lived with
brilliant color. Now,it is odd to think that I am as old as tKey were then,
and to toy with the thought of younger souls viewing me In the same
way. I don't feel any older or wiser now, compared to nearly four years
ago- just more experienced. It's like the line, "The more you see, tire less
you know'.
Missy is the friend I remember as summer, for we spent
most every day of that season together. This day however, we were
both-completely winter. In this time, Jeffer still caught my eye and
my attention. I'd make poetry of the things he said, and agonize over
the words he forgot to say. I held onto every moment spent with him,
but time was precious with so many expensive souls overrunning the
lines of my coloring book. Most of our days were filled with experience
and learning- not from school but from each other. Wegained so much
In such a short amount of time, started drinking tea and coffee, and
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began to understand good literature. Wefound people to respect, and
we discovered music that was worth our time and more. Wemade a
tradition of writing and playing our own songs, and became fond of
listening to each other. We realized we were made for living.
Days like this one in the early months were when we learned
these things. The white wonder captured us. Westepped out into it,
and we absorbed it. Wedanced in it, and we let it catch our eyelashes
mid-twirl. Wemade artistic sorts of footprints as we walked in circles
and lines and unidentifiable shapes. Weenjoyed the absence of cars
speeding by, and we made snow angels in the middle of the road. In
my sweatshirt and mittens, I felt lovely, and Jeffer aliuded to thinking
the same as weli, using disguised compliments. I held onto this spoken
sweetness, and put it in an envelope in the back of my mind for later.
M we waJked, the two of us found ourselves side by side in silent
snowfali. Missy was no longer dancing round us.
Our other companion had hidden behind the wali in the
courtyard. J effer and I smiled at one another, and frolicked in that
general direction. Then suddenly, our newest enemy broke from her
refuge. She nailed us with snowball grenades; consequently, we began
a short-lived war. Weshrieked wildly. Wehurriedly scooped up wet
ammunition, primarily snow, but partialiy leaves and other foliage. We
fired back. This continued for a short time, captured in our minds for a
greater length of time, similarly compared to that of anything of great
importance, This moment was important because it was happiness.
It was bliss. It was the first snow. These days, when we were a bit
younger and innocence was written underneath our names, still play
like Major chords in my mind. It was when we realized we were alive.
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Locks of Love
by Katee Wyant
Here 1 am, this cold day in December 2006, sitting in Visible
Changes Salon, chopping off two feet of my beautiful, long, brown hair.
My mother, grandmother, and grandfather are present. Chris ponytails
my hair a littie below my hairline, braids it down, and secures the end
with another ponytail holder. "Are you absolutely sure about this?" she
asks me. "I'm sure," I reply as my grandma starts to tear up. The sound
of the scissors was nothing like the "snip, snip, snip," you usually hear.
This time is was a gnawing sound. The scissors were squirming and
fighting to get through my super-thick hair. After what seemed like a
good ten minutes of gnawing, the braid was finally unattached. "There's
no going back now," Chris told me. She put my braid in a plastic bag and
lay it in a drawer. My hair was now at my chin, a length it hadn't been
since 1was nine. Looking at the picture 1had brought, Chris once again
asked if 1was absolutely sure. "I'm sure, "I said again. For the next half
hour Chris cut and snipped more and more of my hair, until it was pixy
short. By the time she was done blow drying my hair, 1 looked like the
1980s version of Billy Joel. When the time came to pay for my haircut,
she refused to take any payment. "Youdeserve the free haircut," Chris
told me, and handed me a tiny 17 inch long memento braid of the hair
that had formerly been attached to my head. 1 took a picture with my
teary-eyed beautiful grandmother and shivered as 1walk out of the
salon into the chill December air. (
Growing up, the family gatherings of my dad's side were
always fairly normal. The girls trouncing through the house in our
array of dresses ranging in era from the 20s to 80s, trying to convince
the boys to be our princes. The boys running away to outside where we
could not foilow in our dresses but where we could have been free to
shoot the potato cannon and get as dirty as we liked - so long as we
washed up before dinner, Grandma's orders. Of course we were like any
other familY,except louder. Christmas and Thanksgiving were always
the same: turkey, ham, corn casserole, green bean casserole, mashed
potatoes, pumpkin pie, salted nut roils, a football game, playing dress
up, shooting BB guns outside, and always a game of "Up and Down the
River" that turned into a massive shouting match. Nomatter where you
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were in my grandparent's house, you aiways knew when the card game
had started. Normai talklng and laughing soon turned into a dull roar
which soon turned into the equivaient of a jet engine in my grandma's
living room. Wewere, and stili are, the loudest people 1know. Wetalked,
that is to say, yelled, about everything and anything. Except that one
thing. The one thing we didn't talk about. The one thing neither [, nor
any of my cousins knew for a very long time - until it happened again.
The beginning of the 2006 school year has come and gone,
and here it is, Thanksgiving Day. But this year isn't like other years.
There is no dress up, no BB guns, no "Up and Down the River." This
year there is turkey, but not the good stuff. This year there is hospitai
turkey, and hospitai stuffing, and hospital potatoes. This year my family
eats quietly, onIy a few comments here and there. This year the list of
things to be thankful for is shorter. "I'm thankful for my family, my
friends, and God." This year we can't say, "I'm thankful for health."
Because this year, upstairs in her hospital bed, lies my grandmother.
Two days ago, a metai rod was inserted into her femur in order to
strengthen it. Yesterday, she was supposed to come home, we were
supposed to have Thanksgiving at my aunt's - everything was supposed
to be normal, Yesterday, she reacted to the morphine. So today, we are
eating Thanksgiving dinner in the hospital.
As [ lie here thinking, [ can't help but notice my shiver. With
no long hair to cover my ears and neck [ am beginning to get a cold.
But imagtns not having any hair at all. [ think about my algebra 2 test
tomorrow, our upcoming choir concert, my brother's basketball game,
old fanlily gatherings, the pictures on the walls of my grandma's house,
my grandmother looking like a fearless queen, nothing could stop
her. But [ stop thinking about that. [ have to think of something else,
something to keep me from remembering.
But still [ have to remember. [ must remember the fake
eyelashes used as decorations on a ladybug birthday cake. [ must
remember the pictures from my childhood, in which, my grandmother
changed hairstyles and hair colors as the days changed weeks. [ must
remember the wigs, wigs that were kept in storage for so long, only to
make appearances for an occasional school or church play. [ have to
remember ...
[ don't want to remember that. But it's the reason [ gave up
my long hair. The reason I gave up my normal Thanksgiving dinner. The
reason I know bad things happen to good people. The reason God gave
us famllles and made us love each other no matter what.
I have to remember. My grandmother has cancer.
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Lumps
by David Gutsche
Quietness is a record, and I keep bumping the needle. My steps
are sticky, my heels temporarily adhering to the backs of my shoes
with every stride. They make a strange, squishlng, squeaking sound.
Annoying. I wonder if other people could hear my shoes crying out,
declaring the effects of friction-that is, if there were others roaming
the Longfellow neighborhood at this nocturnal hour.
I cross the street on a red light, and as I unabashedly break
the law, I come to terms with the fact that I might be up all night,
cramming useless detail after useless detail into my brain. Human
Genetics. I'm sure it's important. Thanks, liberal arts education.
The same lights. The same alleys. The same pocket-sized dog
in the yard of the third house down 17th Ave. I hate that dog. I hate It
because it barks like a chew toy, I hate it because it is an evolutionary
absurdity, but I've walked this path at least a hundred times, and the
thing I hate most about that dog is its repeated obnoxious behavior.
This dog never changes, never learns. I hate it for its sameness.
I'm going to see an old friend, but I'm going to see an old
friend in order to cram facts about genes into my already overwheimed
brain. Bittersweet.
The shoe-squeaks stop, for they are replaced, as most things
eventually are. Crunches of gravel sneak into my ears, and I welcome
them-not because they are soothing, but because they are different-as
I stroll through the perpetual construction of 38th Street. I walk past
rows and rows of enormous concrete pipes, a city of sewage and silence
waiting to be shoved back into its freshly opened womb. Flimsy orange
fences testify to the previous presence of faceless manual labor, skin
bronzed to blend in with the dirt.
But the workers are gone, home, sleeping. Resting also is
the enormous backhoe, taking up nearly my entire field of vision as
curiosity draws me towards this uncommon moment. Still, almost
frozen, the intimidating machine stands rigid, mid-scoop.
I let this moment teach me about the life of a machine. Work;
stop. Every motion it makes during the day repeats a motion it has
made before. Its range is limited, its functionality appropriate only to
its task. In some strange rush of impulse, I fear that some mystical
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god of Iron will breathe life into this plie of parts-and I shiver, Then
I remember not to worry, This backhoe exists only in this moment, in
this frozen moment, and in no other,
I move on, and my shoes continue to grind through the sand
and gravel strewn across the abandoned street. With my textbook in
hand, I arrive at my partner's door, and we dive into the mechanics
behind the creation of a human being,
Genes, Mitosis, Chromosomes, Cytological maps of
chromosomes. These are the physical basis of man, Through an
elaborate series of tests, diagrams, and squares, an educated man can
anticipate and accurately determine the heredity of a human being,
As a semester of materialistic information slams into my
schemas all at once, I realize that I am predictable, I am made up
of interactions, reactions, and biological causation. Genesis has two
creation stories; Sunday school never taught me the third.
Resigned, I admit that I am nothing more than a deiusional
factory of meat, completely predictable in almost every way, My
existence was planned, not by destiny, but by Reginald C. Punnett and
Gregor Mendel. In all my supposed complexity, I am a conscious plant. I
thought I was more.
Resigned, I trudge on past my fellow machine, resting in all
its glory, Resigned, I ignore the repetitive squeals of the joke dog's self·
assertion. Resigned, I kick the smaller lumps of gravel, envying them
for their ignorant existence. A lump has nothing to lorry about. A
lump cannot be existential, A lump cannot be predestined. And a lump
has no genetics. Nomatter how complex I may be, if I am biologically
predictable, then I may as well be gravel. Oh, to be a lump, with nothing
but destructive men with backhoes to determine my shape. And then,
as I look down, it happens.
I step in my own footprint.
All the thoughts I had as I traveled to my scientific
memorisation session are here, represented in the footprint I made
three hours ago. My ambitions have changed, my concerns have
changed, my load has changed, my philosophy has changed, and even
my health has changed. Perhaps all in minute ways, but in this moment,
the smallest difference represents an ocean of significance.
I am not the same person that made that footprint.
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As I cover my tracks, I realize the indefinable characteristic
of a human life. There are moments. There are points. There are
repetitions. There is even sameness. But my constant push past the
pinpoints of analytical existence is what makes me continue towards
my house with a newfound bounce in my ever-changing step. I change
in immeasurable ways; I am human.
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Not My Mom
by Katee Wyant
Her name Is Robin. That's It. No last name. Well, she has one,
I just don't know it. Even as I write her name my heart starts beating
faster, my hands start shaking.
When I was four years old, my mother was attending a
conference and my brother and I were at home with our dad. He came
and tucked us into bed, said goodnight, told us he loved us, and went
downstairs to watch television. But I couldn't fall asleep that night
knowing that my mom was gone. I crept down the stairs into the
basement where I knew my dad would've fallen asleep in front of the
tv. As I neared the couch, there he was with a blanket over top of him,
snoring, In front of the tv. As I peered over the back of the couch to
see him, I saw him - and someone else. Long, curly, brown hair. A tall,
womanly fignre. A figure that wasn't my mom's.
This Is a memory I repressed for a long time. Not untll I was
15 did I remember It. But now I do, as clearly as if it had happened
yesterday.
Sometimes I see her, at the pool with her kids, slinking around
town bars with a guy, at a hockey game with a different one. Around
town or at the hockey game I can ignore her, pretend iike she doesn't
exist. But when she's at the pool it's different.
I'm a lifeguard. My job Is to save people's lives. But what if I
don't think that person deserves to be saved? Yet, bJl'law, I still have
to save them. I didn't think that iaw would ever matter to me, untll I
saw her at the pool. What if she drowned and I had to save her? Could
I make myself do it? These are horrifying questions I never thought I
would have to ask myself. And yet, I did. But the questions weren't bad
compared to my almost irresistible impulses to grab her hair and beat
her face into the sidewalk. When I walked by her, I could feel her acting
like she didn't know who I was, acting like I was invisible. Her fake
bake, bikini clad body stiffened; she was a frightened hyena, freezing at
the sight of me, the lioness predator. It was a wall of protection she was
trying to put up: she had no Idea who my father was. But there is no
denying that I am my father's chlld. I could also feel my heart, beating
so hard I thought I was going to have a heart attack at the age of 18.
Maybe I would turn lioness and rip her to shreds with my teeth. Maybe
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I would claw her eyes out. Maybe I reaJIy would rip out her hair. I never
knew.
I taught her son swimming lessons. I don't know how I got
through those two weeks, but somehow I did. But the thoughts that
came into my head were horrible, demented, evil thoughts. I know what
it means that hate is the same as murder.
One day before swimming lessons started, Brayden, her son,
asked me if I was Matt's daughter. When I said yes, he nonchalantly
replied, "My mom hates him." I don't know how I held my tongue.
But I couldn't hurt a child for my own selfish will Not even if
it was her child.
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Only in Iowa
by Renee Nyhof
You can't say nothing happens in Iowa because last night we
lost the John Deer 4880.
Well, that's not what the man on the other end of the line said.
The voice just kept asking, "Renee, is your dad around?' The question
floated through the telephone line as I picked up the phone wondering
who would be calling at such a late hour for my dad. Everyone knows
he goes to bed at 9 p.m. I didn't know how he was going to react to thls
person who chose to call at 9:04 p.m.
Dad, the phone is for you,' I said as I gently nudged open the
door to my parent's bedroom and peered into the darkness searching
for him. Wben I heard rustling sheets, I knew it was time to rush back
to the phone. I, too, wanted to know what was going on.
"Darrel, it's your tractor. Something has happened to it. Come
out behlnd the barn. You'll have to see it to understand.' Click.
ABI heard coughing and maneuvering of the dresser drawers
behlnd the walls, I thought to myself, it's just a tractor, but that frantic
voice made it sound like a dying animal.
The John Deer 4880 was a hard-working tractor. For nearly
20 years, It pulled the feeder wagon, broke down, got fixed, pulled the
feeder wagon, broke down, got fixed. But, this year it was give a new
job: stirring the frozen manure pit. Just like a hand attached to a spoon
stuck in rock-hard ice cream, the tractor was attacJted to a pump, which
slowly turned the frozen mass into slush.
Thls job was an honor, no, a privilege because only a tractor of
power could do this.
Mom and I both wanted to know what was going on so, like
the trail of cigarette smoke and the 14 cats around us, we pursued dad
as he strode past the barn, and we listened to the moans of the half-
sleeping cows and the trickles of a few very hydrated ones.
But, that was it. Wedidn't hear the groaning tractor. Wedidn't
hear the churning of sludge in the pit. Instead, as I bent down to pick
up the whlte fluff ball following me, dad rounded the corner, and the
only sound I heard was, "Shit ...'
"Really, dad, that's what's in a manure pit? Gee, who would
have thought that?' is the only thing that came to mind as I rolled my
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eyes and listened to my purring cat.
Then I rounded the corner: ali I could see was the back part 01
the tractor cab and the wheels gasping for air as the rest of the tractor
lay submerged.
The shock my brain received sent a fierce jolt through my
body. But, the shock didn't come from almost-gotng-to-nry look I saw in
the twilight on my dad's face nor was it from the stench rising from ths
innards of the pit. Instead, my dad said words I had never heard in my
21 years of life.
"I think I'm going to need some help."
These words came from the same man who reads the map to
find places mentioned on the travel channel, but won't carry one when
he actualiy travels.
These words came from the same man who got his foot caught
in a gate, which resulted in him twisting his ankle whlie trying to get it
free and then drove himself to the hospitai.
These words came from the man who is a self-taught engineer,
carpenter, plumber, electrician, animal nutritionist, chemist, manager,
accountant, and marksman.
But, this time he needed help.
After lighting another cigarette making, dad made a few phone
calls and a wrecker arrived. Two men popped out bringing with them a
wooden canoe and two oars.
I'm not sure lf having a canoe was a sign that they've done
this before. I didn't ask. I just watched as they climbed into the canoe.
Then they rowed out through the muck-stroke, stroke, stroke-to the
sinking tractor. As they slowed to a halt, they pulied a chain from the
bowels of the canoe, and I watched as one sunk his arms deep into the
unknown Icy goo to fish for the axle and squish the chain around it. Ths
man with clean arms then rowed them back to shore and tied the other
end of the chain to the wrecker.
In a way, the scene before me brought to mind pulling a
strawberry out of chocolate, seeing it drip with deliciousness. And
yet, there was nothing delicious but everything brown as the tractor
reemerged slowly from the manurs pit and came to rest far away from
the edge.
But, that night, at precisely 10:24 as I watched the tractor
drip like a wet rag, I was proud of my heritage, of my Iowa upbringing,
because only in Iowa did I learn about when a man wili ask for help.
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Testing Gravity
by Renee Nyhof
My favorite contact sport is tripping. I can play it everywhere
and at anytime: in the mall, getting out of my car, while I stand in a
group and especially going to class. Take yesterday for an example.
There I was, enjoying the sun's rays as I strolled across
Northwestern's Green. I saw there was not a cloud in the sky, but then
the sky turned to cement. Bystanders watched me hit the pavement;
they saw my face tighten as I felt numbness in my knee. Then, someone
had to say: "Wow,did you just trip?"
I could have said a myriad of things like "Nojerk, why'd you
just pull the grass out from under me?", but I had to remember the
next rule of the game: I had to think "WWED?"(What WouldErma
Do?) As I hobbled up, saw the sixth hole in my jeans and picked up my
science book, I said, "I didn't trip; I was just testing gravity. And, from
my experiment, I can tell you it still works."
As a senior, one of the many things I've learned at NWis that
those types of moments-the ones that make you feel like you're given
the garbage bag of pits rather than the ripe bowl of cherries-don't go
away. And everyone has them.
Youwon't just have them as a freshman when you walk into
the wrong class for the second or third time.
Youwon't just have them as a sophomore when the fire alarm
goes off while you're in the shower but your clothelfare still in your
room so you have to run to your room in a towel without being seen,
find some clothes and explain breathiessly to the guy knocking on your
door why you did not heed the fire alarm.
Youwon't just have them as a junior when all eyes turn to you
as Darth Vader's theme song emanates from your phone while a chapel
speaker just reaches the climax of her speech about respecting others.
So, if we cannot escape those moments, what do we do?
Reflecting on my moment of not-so-gracefulness, the option
I chose was to look to someone I admire and respect for the answer.
For me, that person is Erma: Erma Bombeck to be exact. She was a
former-housewife-turned-column writer who lived by treating those
I-can't-believe-that-just-happened-to-me moments with humor instead of
a tantrum, foul words and other obscene gestures you mayor may not
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have used before.
Attaching humor is not a common practice. And it's not easily
applied. But the results give us great stories instead of moments we
never want to hear about again.
The decision is yours. But whether you like it or not, whether
you're a freshman, a sixth-year senior or somewhere in the middle,
your decision sets an example for everyone else. So, will you complain
how uneven NW's green is or will you test gravity with me?
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Watch Your Step; the Floors
Haven't Been Mopped in
Years
by David Gutsche
Ants are remarkable creatures. In a homogenous culture, they
march. They grab. They carry. In a laborious and methodical journey,
ants carry food and materials back to their home. I've never seen an
ant observe. I've never seen an ant relax. I've never seen an ant stop,
except in a jerky and paranoid scavenging dance. They certainly do not
have human capacities. But ants are unique. Ants are selfless in their
gathering. And ants can carry up to fifty times their own body weight.
Humans need carts.
I can't hear anything. This store is like a low synthesized
hum, with scattered beeps and glitches. The scufl1ing of feet and the
muffled sounds of heavy steps create a discordant rhythm with the
thuds and wheezes of the product palate unloading process. This is a
busy place. The amount of noise becomes so excessively monotonous,
it all ceases to become important at all. Surround sound systems blare
indoctrinating encouragement, and the waves weave their way into the
chaotic spin of business. I can hear music, but there is no music here.
The voices of the shoppers are barely audlble, and when they
are, they're certainly not talking to their companions. If tllere is a voice
alred, it bounces off satellites, landing in the ear of another cell phone
user-closer than you might think. Or perhaps the remarks of a human
mouth are corrective, telling a child not to touch this or to put that
back or to shut up. Not because they care, because they're responsible
for the child, because their reputation is on the line. Other than these
sorts of endearing familial interactions, there is no interaction, no
recognltion, not even a wave, a nod, or a glance that implies a sense of
consumerist camaraderie. While bringing everyone together, this store
creates no bonds. No accountability, no challenge, and no limit. It's a lot
easier to indulge when you shop alone.
This store is filled with the muscular frustrated man, SCOWling
at a list filled with things he doesn't need given to him by the wlie
he doesn't love while yanking the hands of his whiny ohlldren that
learn by example. Thie store is filled with the tired looking cart-leaner,
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scratching her mullet-eovered scalp while reading the back of the latest
dandruff shampoo, absorbing every bit of deceptive mlsinformation with
her weary eyes. This store is !llledwith the disillusioned elderly male,
trifocal lenses letting in the congregation of every product and every
service he will ever need while deflecting the dark secrets behind the
dream ofWestern individualism. This store is filledwith the ten-year-
old princess, walking a safe social distance from her mother as she is
enthused by the alsles and aisles of seemingly limltless but incredibly
restrictive fashion possibilities, turning her into a fantasy she didn't
even know she had.
And the carts. The mechanized carts. Overflowingwith thighs,
the small abused machines attempt to ferry their cargo from aisle to
aisle, while the fat eyes of the rider are ~orged. The step to dependence
on a scooter must be a big one, and certainly not one taken lightly.
These sitting shoppers meander their way about the store, gathering in
the poison that chaired them in the flrst place. If there was a machine
to load their machine, these chunky-armed sitters would be on top of
it in an instant-ilterally. As slowly as a scooter can go, these helpless
mechanistic turtles look about to faint. One begins to have sympathy for
robotics. And yet the metal slavee continue, abused by their temporary
owners. In this race, the jockeys are the largest people in the building.
This store temporarily houses thousands of individuals,
searching for thousands of different combinations of chemicals with
which to express themselves. The quality that makes us human is the
ability to choose which pair of jeans we bUY,which scent we adopt,
or which brand of cheese crackers we decide deflnes us. Choices are
what make us human, but real choices are beginning to cease in a sea
of surprisingly similar products. Funneling in and funneling out, the
parades of consumers add the grease from their fried chicken to the
slippery slope of sameness.
The cornerstone of Western Civilization lies through
automatic doors. The downfall of Western Civilization lies through
automatic doors.
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Words
by Emily Brewer
Words. The words fill my mind, making all other action
impossible. Homework? Sleep? Not until after I journal, and get these
words down on paper.
I write to work through my anger, my fear, my
disappointment, my joy. I write to rid my brain of thoughts, ideas,
emotions ... that I can't, or won't, share with anyone else. I journal.
But I'm not one of those avid journaliste who write something every
day. I journal when I am at the point where if I don't write, I will either
cry, scream, or both. That point where I can't be around other people,
when all I want to do is work through my life at the moment. Just me,
my pen, and my notebook.
Through writing, I come to better understand myself.
Sometimes when I get to the end of a journal entry, I have an "a-ha"
moment - a moment when all of the jumbled thoughts I had been
carrying around finally click into place. My notebook is the perfect
therapist: I don't have to pay to spend time with it and it doesn't talk
back. It doesn't judge, it doesn't try to analyze my feelings-it simply
listens.
I journal for myself; what I write is not intended for any other
eyes. When I write, I drop all walls, forget all courtesies. My writing
is honest - sometimes brutally so. When I write, I write to purge my
system - I write quickly and with little or no thougltt to anyone else,
I'm afraid I would end up like Harriet Welsch in Harriet the Spy - all
my friends would leave me if they read my journal. Not necessarily
because of what I wrote about them, but rather about the "me" they
would find scrawled on those pages.
When I am done writing, there is aiways this overpowering
feeling of relief. I feel lighter - and in a way, I am. I am no longer
carrying the baggage of uninspected thoughts and ignored feelings. I
have cleared my mind, prepared it for the next heavy burden.
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Working for the Week's End
by Em1lyBrewer
I don't care if Monday's blue, Tuesday's grey and Wednesday
too, Thursday I don't care about you ....
beep. beep. Beep. BEep. BEEp. BEEP. BEEP. Groggily roll
over, shut off alarm clock. Lay in bed, remember that it is Monday.
Sit up, wait until I feel seml-conscious. Jump out of bed. Shower.
Devotions. Chapel, class, lunch, class, homework, class, supper. More
homework. Meeting. Homework again. Go on walk, set alarm for 6:17
a.m., go to bed.
Monday you can fall apart, Tuesday, Wednesday break my
heart, oh, Thursday doesn't even start ....
beep. beep. Beep. BEep. BEEp. BEEP. Fumble for alarm
clock, hit "off' button, groan because it is Tuesday - my busy day,
jump out of bed, shower, devotions, go to breakfast, shiver at the brisk
morning air, Class, chapel, lunch, class, tutoring, class, supper, class.
Goon walk, homework, set alarm for 6:17 a.m., free read, go to bed.
I don't care if Mondays black, Tuesday, Wednesday - heart
attack, Thursday, never looking back ....
beep. beep. Beep. BEep. BEEp. BEEP. Fish around for alarm
clock, find it buried under pillow, wonder how I even heard it in the
first place. Sit up, gather my senses, jump down, shower, devotions.
Homework, chapel, class, lunch, class, homework, class, supper.
Homework, go on walk, set alarm for 6:17 a.m., go to bed.
Monday, you can hold your head, TueSday, Wednesday stay in
bed, Or Thursday, watch the wall instead ....
beep. beep. Beep. BEep. BEEp. BEEP. Shove alarm clock
under pillow so it won't wake my roommate as I try to shut it off.
Smile because it is Thursday, which means it is almost Friday, which
means it is almost the weekend. Jump out of bed, shower, devotions,
go to breakfast. Wish I had taken the time to dry my hair as the cool
breeze freezes it into clumps. Class, chapel, class, work on Beacon,
class, Beacon, go on walk. Set alarm for 6:17 a.m., free read, go to bed.
Dressed up to the eyes, It's a wonderful surprise, To see your
shoes and your spirits rise, Throwing out your frown, And just smiling
at the sound, And as sleek as a sheik, Spinning round and round,
Always take a big bite, It's such a gorgeous sight, To see you eat in the
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middle of the night, You can never get enough, Enough of this stuff, It's
FRIDAY,I'm in love.
beep. beep. Beep. Shut off alarm before it can get annoyingly
loud. Inetinctively smile and leap out of bed, shower, devotions, notice
the fall colors for the first thne all week as I walk to chapel, listen to
h* radio as I walk to class, lunch, walk slower than usual back to the
dorm, ignore homework (I have all weekend to do it), call Mom and tell
her about my week as I walk to class, soak in the afternoon sun and
make weekend plans with friends, spend the afternoon on Facebook and
visiting with friends, ignoring my assignment book and its list of mind-
numbing academic requirements for the following week. Gather a group
of friends for supper, sit in the oar talking long after we are done eating,
meander back to the dorm, laughing and teasingly bumping into each
other as we go. Read for fun for a couple of hours, watch my Friday
night program with a couple of friends, spend entire walk afterward
discusstng the episode and what we think will happen next. Go to bed,
purposely forget to set alarm, and smile as I fall asleep, reallzing that I
have two days ahead of me before I have to face academia agaln.
Monday you can fall apart, Tuesday, Wednesday break my
heart, Thursday doesn't even start ... It's Friday, I'm in love.
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3rd Place Nonfiction
Breaking Out
by Emily Brewer
It is a warm summer day in 1999, I am sitting on my bed,
with Little Mermaid bed sheets, when my parents walk in, "Honey, can
we talk to you for a minute?"
Wehave been living in the smali town of Grand Junction,
Iowa, for the past seven years, My father, a mechanic, and my mother,
a certified nursing assistant, have been working in a nearby town for
several years, My brother is going to school in this nearby town, And
so, in the end, it is three against one, They tell me that they have made
a decision: we are moving.
I am ten and don't understand that moving will be good for
ali of us, AfJ I curl up on the bed, crying and stubbornly ignoring my
parents' words of reassurance, ali I can think about is that I am soon
going to be leaving everything I have ever known, All of my friends,
whom I had known since kindergarten, All of our neighbors: the elderly
man next door who sneaks me licorice when I come to visit, the middle-
aged man across the street who pushes big plIes of snow into our front
yard in the winter for my brother and I to play on, the elderly woman
on the corner who won't give you a treat untll she sees your trick but
always makes the candy worth your effort,
It is August of 1999, my first day of fifth grade, I am sitting
in my desk, waiting for class to start. It doesn't take long for my
classmates to figure out that there is a new student. They slowly
wander in and fill the desks around me, I am surrounded, but alone, I
can feel their eyes and hear their whispers as I stare at the top of my
desk and sllently will the clock to move faster, so I can be done with
this class, so I can go home,
I am twelve years old and at confirmation camp, There are
others from my church there, though no one that I realiy "know," I am
once again isolated, alone in a sea of overly friendly camp counselors
and other kids my age, I retreat into my shell, as I always do when
surrounded by people I don't know, One counselor draws me out in
conversation, Maybe she sees my shyness and can relate, maybe she
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just sees that I need a friend. Whatever her reason for singling me out,
we form a tentative bond.
One morning while I am sitting outside my cabin, waiting for
my new friend to come get me, the counselor assigned to oversee my
cabin walks up. "You can come inside, if you like." I explain to her that
I am waiting for someone, and she goes into the cabin. A few minutes
later she comes back out. "Come on inside and wait. No need for you to
sit out here by yourself." "No thank you. I am waiting for someone from
another cabin." I watch as her face changes from open friendliness
to pink embarrassment. "Are you from this cabin?" I nod and smile,
silently hoping she will go back inside. She does.
Later in the evening, I am sitting in my cabin on my bed.
Everyone is gathered around the counselor as she teils us stories, and
because of where my bed is positioned, I am at the back of the room. I
go unnoticed for a while. Then I hear my name. "Emily, come join our
circle. Everyone, say hi to Emily!" I redden as she draws attention
to me. Most of the kids in my cabin are from my church, and know
me already. "Come on, Emily, don't you like anyone?" I can't believe
she said that, even if she was only joking. I redden even more and
move closer to the circle. This appeases her, but I stop ustening to her
stories.
Two years later, the first day of high school, I step into the
cafeteria and am faced with a sea of people who I ha" never seen
before. As luck would have it, I had been placed in a lunch period
separate from the rest of my friends. I find an empty corner and eat
my lunch as fast as I can, so I can read my book and count down the
minutes until class starts again.
It is now halfway through my third year of college. As I walk
across campus, I am greeted by several familiar faces and friendly
greetings. I have friends in all four grades. I am starting to gain
recognition for my writing: one of my professors asked me when I was
going to start working for the Beacon, and now here I am: copy editor
of Northwestern College's school newspaper. Another professor asked
me to write program notes for a band concert, of which I am a part.
I remember:
Move·in day, freshman year. I arrive first and am sitting in
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the room when my new roommate walks in. Weexchange our awkward
greetings and decide who gets what dresser, who wants top bunk, which
closet goes to whom. AB our parents talk in the background, we unpack
everything and share stories and laugh. Before the day is through, we
are fast friends.
I remember:
Orientation weekend. I am placed in a group of fellow
freshman, and am forced to play games with them and go places with
them. Webond through all the outdoor games, drenched by the non-stop
rain. Welaugh as we look at each other once under the protection of a
roof. By the time classes start, I have formed a few close friends and
another handful of acquaintances.
But mostly, I remember this:
Walking across campus toward the RSC,spring semester of
my freshman year. It is a beautiful spring day, and as I pass Zwemer,
I am greeted by a middle-aged woman whom I had never seen before.
"Excuse me, could you direct me to the campus bookstore?" I am on
my way to check my mall, so I invite her to walk with me. AB we walk,
I learn that she has come back to school to get her degree. Wemake
small talk and share a smile as we go our own directions in the RSC.
Once outside again, mall in hand, I realize what I had just done. I had
just held a conversation with a complete stranger and directed her to
a place on campus. It was the first time all year that I didn't feel like a
freshman. AB I stralghtened my shoulders and started the walk back to
my dorm, I felt like a real college student.
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2nd Place Nonfiction
The Missionary Kids'
Soundtrack
by Liz Lawrensen
Two of the most beautiful kids in the world just got married.
Yes-kids, kids who represent a group of kids all around the world
struggling to find where they belong. Missionary kids, or MKs, are
a very unique type of people who don't have a place to belong. Often
growing up in countries remotely different from their passport country,
MKs usually do not identify any specific place with the word "home."
As Ingrid Michaelson sings in her song "Are WeThere Yet?"-"They say
that home is where the heart ia-I guess I haven't found my home, and
we keep driving 'round in circles, afraid to call this place our own."
MKs are constantly searching for a place to call home, but
with their hearts in so many places, home becomes an almost idyllic
term. The hardest question for an MK to answer is without a doubt,
"Where are you from?" This question is usually answered with
something like, "Well,you see, I grew up in France for eight years
until I moved to Germany to go to boarding school for ten years.
But my family lives in Portland and my parents are from Texas and
Washington. But right now I'm going to school in Chicago." Sometimes
they just pick one location and avoid the trouble, although it is hard for
MKs to pretend to be boring. Home can be best imagined as something
from C.S. Lewis' The Chronicles of Narnia, where spejlial portals exist
to transport people from one world to the next. Everyone knows time
travel and portals exist only in fantasy novels and sci-ft movies, but
every once in along while, MKs get the chance to believe, if just for a
moment, that "it really is a small world, after all."
We all gathered together at 2 p.m. at Roundtop Park in
Endicott, NY,on the 10th of October for the marriage of Merritt Harris
and Christine Mindek. Around thirty alumni from the missionary
kids' school Black Forest Academy (BFA) in Kandern, Germany,
were present. It wasn't until about 10 minutes before the wedding
actually began that everyone arrived. Spending days in old beat up
cars traversing across the country, or catching numerous flights until
nauseatingly exhausted, was finally worth it in that moment when we
all came together. It was a glorious reunion: hugs, tears, smiles, every
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shade of fall on the trees surrounding, and the warmest imaginable
October sunshine. The way the light stretched through the trees and
Illuminated the leaves of gold, rust, auburn; orange and green made the
setting seem like the perfect opportunity for filming a part of an epic
indie film.
Rachel began to play the violin as the wind accompanied
her and leaves fioated down gently. She improvised alight but soulful
melody while the groomsmen led family members down the aisle.
Merritt led his mother to the front, and held her hand. The love
between them could be sensed to all present. The groomsmen then
began to lead the bridesmaids to the front, and all had smiles of pure
joy lighting their faces. They were dressed in yellows and browns, earth
tones placing them in close harmony with the nature around them.
Then came Christine, a shock and a wonder, led by her father. She wore
a dress of ivory and brownish orange, and a crown of autumn-colored
fiowers upon her dreadiocks. I have never witnessed anyone make
dreads look so beautiful as Christine did in that moment. She smiled
with a sweet sincerity and a sparkle in her eyes as she made her way
towards her soon-ta-be husband.
The wedding ceremony preceded, a traditional style service
led by Merritt's father, Freddie. Not ten minutes passed without tears
from someone in the ceremony. The level of commitment and love
radiating from the couple was so strong and powerful it could not be
taken lightly. Merritt shed tears first, at the sight of his bride. Then,
Christine, as she spoke the line, "I will be yours forever." Then Freddie,
while giving words of wisdom to his son and new daughter-in-law. Then
Collin, one of Merritt's best friends and almost a brother, his family
having shared a duplex with the Harris family for over 6 years. Collin
never used to show emotion at all. Then Dan, another of Merritt's best
friends, bearing a huge grin even as tears slipped past his lips. These
minutes were like rich, deep coffee, concentrated and strong, and all
meaningful.
Merritt played his song "Balloon" for Christine, the song he
wrote for her when he first asked her to date him two years before.
Most of the guests knew the song from Merritt's circulated CDsof
living-room recordings promoted highly by friends from BFA.Chris
mouthed each word as Merritt sang. His voice sounded the best I've
ever heard it.
They said their vows, slid rings upon each other's fingers, and
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kissed gently. The song 'Naked as WeCame" by Iron and Wine was cued,
and the lyrics 'One of us will die inside these arms" resonated through
the October air. They vowed they would belong to each other forever. We
believed them will all of our hearts.
The formal ceremony was soon finished, as Merritt and
Christine Harris ran down the grass aisle, They ran up a small hill and
spun around and around embraced in each other. The wedding party
proceeded to run down the aisle in likewise fashion and created a
massive group hug around the couple.
Lunch was served: chili soup, sauteed vegetables, many
crackers and cheeses ...but most importantly hot apple cider, coffee,
and tea. We sat at picnic tables and discussed college, future plans to
get out of debt, and dreams of having small farms and living in Alaska.
Wefinished eating and sat in large circles in the grass at the center
of the park, catching up from years of separation and creating new
memories. A guitar was always present somewhere or another, being
passed around as weli as small baskets of animal crackers and peanuts.
Someone mentioned they always thought the Shirley Temple song was
'Animal crackers in my boot," and the circle erupted with laughter over
various jokes about animal crackers.
Aa we sat in a large circle enjoy the presence of kindred
spirits, Merritt mentioned several times, "It is just so weird, I'm a kid.
I'm just a kid and I'm married! We're all kids, we're growing up, but
we're still just kids inside." We all thought about it, and talked about it.
We are kids but we're growing up. Ben Folds' voice kept c~g out in
my mind, singing the chorus of 'Still Fighting It"-'Everybody knows,
it hurts to grow up, and everybody does. It's so weird to be back here,
let me tell you what-the years go on, and we're still fighting it." We
mentioned how strange it was to be gathered together on this hill in
New York, in this new setting. Meredith said, "It is so refreshing to
know that we really are friends everywhere in the world. Being here
together gives us this abllity to be who we are, and who we've become,
instead of trying to revert back to what we used to be." Meredith was
right, it was so odd to be gathered in that setting together, but so
rejuvenating to feel such strong friendship abounding in a completely
new place. We're getting older, but we still feel a binding to one another.
The strong relationships, the feelings of kindred spirits
existing nearby or even across the world, are what hold MKs together.
If home cannot be a place, it can certalnly be with people. Dave
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Matthews sings in "Where are You Going?"-"I am no superman, 1have
no answers for you. 1am no hero, oh, that's for sure. But 1 do know
one thing, where you are is where 1 belong. 1 do know where you go is
where 1want to be." MKs resonate with one another because no one
really understands what it is like to grow up in numerous countries
other than one's passport country, but still speak different languages
than the native language of the country one currently resides in,
or to go to college in a "home" country one has never even lived in
before. MKs find home in each other almost instantly in the implied
understanding that comes after initially figuring out you're "one of
them." As 1was fiying out of New York after the wedding, Meredith and
Jason happened to be on the same Ilight to Detroit. Meredith and 1had
been close, but we barely knew Jason. Still we clung tightly together
and spent our time with each other in the airport right up untIl
boarding calls. Jason said, "There is just something so comforting about
having someone to travel with who understands. This is the first time
in years I've travelled with anyone."
Every MK loves to meet another MK and share travel
experiences without the typical assumption that one is prideful or
stuck up for talklng about all the places in the world they have been.
WhIle reminiscing about great times in Portugal and Spain during high
school with a group of girls, 1 thought, this has got to be one of the
most refreshing things-being able to talk about different countries and
our experiences there with people who have been there. Or to even
understand that just because our parents are missionaries doesn't
mean we're weird homeschoolers or stuck up snobs either. We are
people just trying to fit in wherever we can.
As 1boarded my second flight heading home alone, 1 started
having a need for a song telling me it was alright to not know where
home is. Kings of Convenience in the song "Homesick" captured my
feeling well, singing, "There's oniy one thing on my mind, searching
boxes underneath the counter, on a chance that on a tape I'd find a
song for someone who needs somewhere to long for. Homesick, 'cause
1no longer know where home is." The gentle harmonies ease the mind
and make things seem alright.
1 started thinking about Meredith and Jason and how they
were going to Atlanta and Chicago while 1was headed to Minneapolis.
1 then heard the chorus of "Somewhere Out There" by Our Lady Peace
playing in my mind: "I know you're out there, somewhere out there,
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you're falling out of reach, defying gravity. I know you're out there,
somewhere out there," ae I thought about all of my friends dispersing
to various ends of the earth. "I'm praying that you don't burn out, or
fade away ..." continues the song. I can't help getting emotional and
wondering what the older man beside me must think as I scroll through
photos of the weekend on my laptop.
Adjusting to being apart again is hard, as it always is. Coming
back home and returning to a far less dreamy reality is tough. As
sung in "Raining in Baltimore" by Counting Crows, "There's things I
remember, and things I forget. I miss you, I guess that I should, 3,500
miles away. But what would you change if you could?" Life goes on. We
are spread across countries like a quilt of thousands of colors. We can't
really do much about it. Wejust have to remember that we'll see one
another again, and support each other the best we can. Weremember "A
Song for the Parting," written by our dear friend Peter Hochstedler:
I wish you the warmest summer rain,
I wish you the softest autumn breeze.
I wish you the bleak of winter, crisis of each day.
I wish you the springtime songbird's melody,
and a song for the parting.
Weare chained to the whims and wills of time;
Do not grieve the hours as I wasted mine.
Save a heart for the loving,
A tear for the lost.
Youwere once a victim of the curse
As I was a nail on the cross,
And yeah it's falling on, friends;
I would not live alone,
I would not sit in sllence,
Youwould not turn to stone,
So save a heart for the aching
And a joy in everything;
A love for the journey,
And a song-a song for the parting.
---
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1st Place Nonfiction
Coming to America
by Christine Roy
I hate the American Embassy. All those barb wires on huge
gates, the unwelcoming parking lot, tall beige buildings, intense
security, huge doors with thick glass and bars around it, a well-secured
waiting room filled with cameras watching you, a long line to talk to an
official about your reason of visit to America ...
Ilall started when Jamie, my youth leader who talked to me
about her experiences at Northwestern College In Iowa. My heart raced
faster than usual, but a sense of peace flooded my mind, and I felt that
this was where I was supposed to be.
Growing up in an Indian home, it is not typical, especially
for a girl, to go to a Western country to earn her bachelor's degree.
So, introducing the idea to my parents was a challenge. A deal was
made; I was responsible to get everything done. That meant working
on the application, getting my high school documents together, medical
records, recommendation letters ... Mom and Dad were not going to help
me.
Society around me mocked my ideas and only discouraged
me. They told me I would never make it and asked my parents to look
for colleges in India, before it was too late. But I did not lose hope and
worked on being responsible, trying to prove to my parents that I had it
in me to do this. Everything was ready: I sent my applications and now
all I had to do was wait.
With Waiting came doubts, and eventuaIiy I started to lose
hope. Society laughed and told me not to be ambitious. My closest
friends told me to give up and join them In India. Mom and Dad tried
to encourage me by saying, "Maybe that's not what God wanted." They
booked tickets to India, phone calls were made to familY and college
officials, and feeling betrayed, my heart cried out.
That night I wrote a letter to God asking why I had those
strong feelings of going to America to study, why I worked really hard,
on my own, for nothing ... "Why, God...why are you doing this to me?"
Tears went streaming down my cheeks and left a burning sensation
in my eyes. Slowly, those tears of sadness fell on the letter I wrote to
him and smeared the ink. I closed my eyes, took a deep breath, and
prayed, "I don't know what you want for me, but I am going to make a
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deal with you. If you want me to go to Northwestern College, send me
an acceptance letter tomorrow. If not, then tell me what college I will
be attending in India and give me peace about it.' I opened my eyes and
iooked at my Bible. "'For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the
Lord. 'Plans to prosper you and not harm you, plans to give you hope
and a future." Instantly, like the passing of electricity, I felt a rush of
calm in my body and trusted the hand that held my future.
I was to spend the next day at my best friend's home. I
forgot about the turmoil I had gone through the previous night and
proceeded to have fun and goof around with Aiswarya. Wewatched
a lot of television, belted out songs, played dress up, and had deep
conversations about life, college, and boys. Later in the evening, with
the thought of college completely out of my mind, I asked if I could
check my email: www.gmail.com ... username and password ...Loading
home page ... l unread email ...Northwestern College...
My eyes grew big, my heart started to beat really fast, my
mind raced with thoughts. "AiSWARYA!!!'I yelled. "Come here, it's a
letter from the college!' I clicked on it, scrolled down ... "You've been
accepted.' Is this true? Is it really happening?? Is this where God
wants me to be? I ran to the telephone and called Dad. "I've been
accepted ...I've been accepted!!!' I cried. Tears of joy welled up in my
eyes. Mom and Dad sounded happy. Aiswarya hugged me and told me
how proud she was of me for not giving up on this dream. Since Dad
couldn't get off work, Mom decided to drop me off at college, which
meant she got to visit the land of her dreams.
Getting an appointment at the American Embassy~o simply
talk to an official takes ages and the visa process, especially since I am
are from the Middle East, takes a good 2-3 months of waiting. And after
the Waiting, if I'm lUCky,I'll get the visa. If not, better luck the next,
time I apply! After I learned all these things about the Embassy, I tried
not to criticize the big deal they made and proceeded with getting an
appointment.
The month was May, I got an appointment and planned for
the worst. So, a good three months ..hmmm...that means I will miss
orientation and a few weeks of classes ... Lord get me through this ...
please let them not suspect me of anything. Mom decided to accompany
me to the Embassy. On the way there, she pep-talked me into being clear
and not to be doubtful in answers.
All these talks about the American Embassy and being very
careful upset me and made me mad. She parked the car, we got out
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and at once the guards had their eyes on us. I looked and turned away,
Hah ...what can they do to me! I turned and here I was, this dreaded
place that was filled with intense protection since the attacks made
towards it after America decided to support Israel. Security checks,
stripping you of all your belongings except your documents, the waiting
room, the long llnes, the waiting room again, and ...CHRISTINEROY!
The interview with the pleasant old lady went well and she
told me to wait for a call. I smiled and left the Embassy thinking to
myself how easy that was. In two days, we got a call...Momhad her
Visa...but mine... I still had to wait. I grew anxlous and society, again,
told me, 'It will be a month at least" ... I told God a month is too long...
Two months ...no. One month ...no. One week ...yes! One week
is all It took to get my visa stamped. Two days later, my tickets were
booked.
July 21" of 2008, I boarded a plane headed to NewYork. 'All
passengers are to fasten their seat belts and get ready for takeoff." I
looked outside and took a last glance at Bahrain, home sweet home. I
closed my eyes and smiled in gratitude ...waitlng for the adventures that
lay ahead.
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Literary C"iticism
The Puritan Feminist
by George Barnes
Anne Bradstreet was an early advocate of feminism in her
poetry, but was also acutely aware that she was stepping into the
arena of men when she wrote her poems. One of her works, titled "In
Honor ot.. Queen Elizabeth," is not simply an ode to the greatness of
a monarch, but also a stab at a world run by men who saw women as
subordinate and feeble minded. She knew however that she could not
afford to be extremely blatant in her attacks, so she prefaces several of
her works by claiming her own inadequacy and lack of skill in writing
verse.
Bradstreet did not use her ode to Queen Elizabeth simply to
honor the monarch's greatest successes. She used it to stand up for
women by attacking the male conception of feminJne inferiority, and
in doing so, honored the spirit of the queen as a woman making her
way in a man's world. In "In Honor of ... Queen Elizabeth" Bradstreet
constantly reminds her readers of her subjects femininity as she
exclalms the greatness of the departed queen. One way in which she
achieves this is by repeating the words "her" and "she" nearly fifty
times in less than one hundred lines. By doing this as she laundry-lists
the queen's accomplishments, she is able to sneak across the idea that
women can be Just as great as men without having to state it openly.
Bradstreet also minimizes the roles that men played in the success of
Elizabeth. An example of this comes in lines 44-46, when fie refers to
the extremely outmatched English Navy'S astounding victory over the
mighty Spanieh Armada. "Her victories in foreign coasts resound; /
Ships more invincible than Spain's, her foe, / She wracked, she sacked,
she sunk his Armado" (3gg). Nomention is given of Sir Francis Drake
or the others who actually won the battle; all credit is given the queen.
Similarly, when men are mentioned in the poem, Bradstreet makes their
subservience to the queen clear. One example comes in lines 63 and
64 when Bradstreet refers to Sir Francis Drake as "Her Drake" and
the second earl of Essex as "Her Essex" (400). She has placed Queen
Elizabeth as owner of these men and their accomplishments. Bradstreet
then extends the idea of women being equal to or even greater than
men beyond merely Queen Elizabeth by reaching into history to
compare the English Queen to other women who accomplished great
deeds such as Tomyris, whose armies defeated Cyrus the Great, the
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mighty ruler of the Persian Empire.
Through the entire poem, however, Bradstreet never
openly argues for the feminist cause. The reason for this is that she
understood that a great deal of her audience would be men, and to
openly attack the way they are favored in society would draw a harsh
response and cause many of them to simpiy turn a deaf ear. She
knew that if she shouted at them they would clap their hands over
their ears and ignore her, so she qUietlywhispered it to them instead.
Another way that she was able to keep her male audience reading was
to downplay and question her own skills as a poet. A prime example
of this can be found in the Proem of "In Honor of ... Queen Elizabeth":
" Thousands bring her offerings (though out of date) I Thy world of
honors to accumulate, I 'Mongst hundred hecatombs of roaring verse,
I Mine bleating stands before they royal hearse" (398 In. 9-12). This
quote is unique because it is both a defensive maneuver and a subtle
offensive attack. Bradstreet belittles her skill with a pen by calling it
"bleating" in comparison with the other's "roaring verse." This would
protect her because men would see her as humble and submissive when
they read this. On the other hand, it is an aggressive move because she
places her "bleating" in front of the ocean of "roaring verse."
Anne Bradstreet was able to carve herseif a place in a man's
world because of her skill as a poet. She used her skill to whisper
feminist ideas into the ears of her male readers, but, because it was a
man's world, never openly preached her beliefs. If we read her work
carefuliy though, we can see that she, though seated in the heart of an
extremeiy patriarchal puritan society, is a unique example of an eariy
feminist.

